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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the human perception of vowels in a consonant-vowel
(CV) context by examining the data of two experiments. The first experi-
ment, CV06-SWN, examines the effects of speech-weighted noise (SWN) on
vowel perception. The vowels examined are /A/, /o/, /u/, /U/, /E/, /æ/,
/3~/, and /I/, while the consonants are /d/, /g/, /k/, /p/, /s/, /t/, /S/, /Z/,
and /z/. Results demonstrate that there is a threshold signal-to-noise (SNR)
ratio at which the perception scores abruptly drop to chance, once the critical
cue(s) to perception are masked. The results also show that human percep-
tion of vowels in quiet is largely dependent on context, as the error rates of
lax vowels are far higher than those of tense vowels. Lax vowels rarely occur
in a CV context in English. This seems to be a novel observation.
The second experiment, HL11, examines the effects of filtering, using low-
pass or high-pass filters at various cut-off frequencies, on vowel perception. In
a /hV/ context, HL11 uses eleven vowels: /A/, /O/, /2/, /o/, /u/, /U/, /E/,
/æ/, /3~/, /i,/ and /I/. Results from the low-pass filter conditions indicate
that for most of the vowels, the second formant (F2) is the crucial feature,
as the vowel performance drops dramatically once it has been suppressed.
The confusions indicate that listeners are also using the first formant (F1).
Results from the high-pass filter conditions indicate the same. For many
of the vowels, the vowel performance curve dips at the cut-off frequencies
between F1 and F2. The primary confusion therein is a vowel with a higher
F1 but similar F2. It is as if the the energy between the suppressed F1 and
F2 serves as a “false” F1. The vowel performances of all vowels except /i/
drop dramatically as F2 is suppressed. The primary confusion at the highest
cut-off frequency is /i/, since its F2 is similar to the F3 of the other vowels.
ii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Presently, there are two theories of human vowel perception. The first, the
most widely accepted, is the formant hypothesis, which assumes that the
lowest two or three formants are the essential cues for vowel perception (Pe-
terson and Barney, 1952; Strange, 1989). The second theory is called the
whole-spectrum hypothesis of vowel perception. This theory assumes that
the entirety of the frequency spectrum of the vowel codes its perception.
The two theories are often presented as contentious (Ito et al., 2001; Kiefte
et al., 2010). However, the two theories may not be mutually exclusive, as
whole-spectrum representations contain all the formant frequencies (Molis,
2005). This study attempts to elucidate these two theories. These experi-
ments presented here show that there is a certain threshold signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) below which vowel perception drops to chance. This study also
shows the roles of the formants by filtering higher or lower frequencies and
then masking the remaining out of band spectrum.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 A Model of Human Communications
Human speech perception is foremost a communication problem. As such, it
can be modeled using the Shannon communication model (Fig. 1.1). This
model is commonly seen in the context of modern digital communications.
Here the communication process starts from the brain (information source),
where the speaker has some semantic message that he wishes to convey to
the destination (listener). The speaker converts this message into a string of
phonemes and transmits a speech signal in the form of sound (transmitter)
It is important to discuss exactly what is being transmitted. Phones are
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Figure 1.1: Generalized schematic of a communication model adopted from
Shannon (1948).
defined as the smallest segments of speech that possess a unique perceptual
or physical characteristic. Individual phones can be categorized as either
consonants or vowels. Consonants are enunciated with either the complete
or partial closure of the vocal tract, as shown in Fig. 1.2. They can be further
characterized by place of articulation, manner of articulation, and voicing.
The first describes where the obstruction occurs, the second describes how it
occurs, and the third identifies when the air expelled from the lungs through
the trachea causes the vocal cords to vibrate. The resulting consonant is
then said to be voiced. When the speech sound is caused by an abrupt
release of pressure behind a vocal tract obstruction, the consonant is said to
be unvoiced. In contrast, vowels are always enunciated with an open vocal
tract and in American English if not whispered are always voiced. In the
time-frequency domain, plosive consonants are characterized by a short burst
of energy, while fricative consonants are characterized by frequency edges,
duration, and voice (F0 modulation). In contrast, vowels are characterized
by long durations of energy typically at frequencies below 2 kHz. Vowels are
also characterized by peaks. These peaks occur at the resonant frequencies
of the vocal tract, called formants. These formants tend to change at the
beginning and the end of the vowel, due to dynamic changes in the area of
the vocal tract over time.
Shannon’s communication model (1.1) assumes that the transmitted speech
propagates through the channel (in this case, acoustic), where noise is added.
This noise could be either ambient background noise or another talker. The
2
Figure 1.2: Human vocal apparatus (Flanagan et al., 2008).
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speech is then received by the listener’s ear (the receiver). The cochlea then
transmits neural information to the auditory cortex (destination) in the form
of electrical impulses (the neural code). The cortex perhaps does further pro-
cessing and decoding of the phones.
1.1.2 Physiology of Human Auditory System
The primary focus of this study is to explain how the brain decodes vowels.
Integral to this discussion is an understanding of the physiology of the human
auditory system and how it functions. Figure 1.3 shows a cross-sectional
drawing of the human auditory system. The organs of the human ear may be
divided into three sections: the inner, middle, and outer ear. Once any sound
reaches the human ear, it first traverses the outer ear, the visible component
of the human auditory system. The sound is next processed by the pinna,
which directs the filtered sound into the ear canal. From a signal processing
prospective, the outer ear is a three-dimensional direction-dependent filter,
which amplifies mid-range frequencies by 8 dB. The directed sound then
propagates through the ear canal and reaches the eardrum, causing it to
vibrate. The vibration of the eardrum in turn causes the three ossicles of the
middle ear to vibrate: the eardrum drives the malleus, which in turn drives
the incus; the incus drives the stapes, which finally drives the oval window
(fenestra ovalis) (Parent and Allen, 2010). This process of transferring sound
to vibration is an acoustic-mechanical process.
The striking of the oval window by the incus transfers these vibrations to
the fluid within the cochlea, the spiral-shaped organ in the inner ear. The
cochlea itself houses several other organs, as shown in cross section in Fig.
1.4. The waves caused by these vibrations traverse through the cochlea from
the oval window to the round window. The traversing waves decompose and
disperse along the basilar membrane, in turn causing parts of the membrane
that are equal in resonance frequency to vibrate. The parts of the basilar
membrane at the oval window end of the cochlea correspond to the lower
frequencies, and the parts at the round window end of the cochlea correspond
to the higher frequencies.
These vibrations along the basilar and tectorial membrane in turn cause the
mechanical to electric transmitter (MET) channels of the stereocilia found
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Figure 1.3: Human auditory system from outer ear to inner ear (Flanagan
et al., 2008).
Figure 1.4: Schematic cross section of the inner ear (Flanagan et al., 2008).
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within the inner hair cells to open, releasing potassium ions to enter these
MET channels. These ions cause a rise of voltage (relative to the surrounding
pores) which in turn causes the inner hair cells to fire afferent neurotransmit-
ters (GABA) to the auditory cortex via the auditory nerve. The propagating
spikes, which in turn result in other spikes, carry timing information about
frequency bands that constitute the sound picked up by the ear. In addition,
during this process, efferent neural signals from the brain adjust the voltage
of the cochlear outer hair cells. This change in voltage causes the outer hair
cells to either stiffen or slacken, thereby changing the frequency selectivity
of the basilar membrane.
1.1.3 Decoding Process
The brain then uses the information from the afferent spiking auditory nerve
fibers to decode speech. A hypothetical model for the process of decoding
speech is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. According to this model, the brain processes
the information carried by the nerve fibers and decodes it first into phones,
then syllables, and finally words (and then semantic message). These pro-
cesses are assumed to have no feedback of any kind. This may be a good
assumption, as humans are able to correctly as well as quickly perceive indi-
vidual phones and syllables accurately free of any syllable and word context
respectively (Fletcher and Galt, 1950). It should be noted that higher level
processing, such as that of syllables, words, and language, is beyond the
scope of this study. Furthermore, in this hypothetical model, it is assumed
that the acoustic information (analog objects in Fig. 1.5) is converted into
discrete information (discrete objects in Fig.1.5) in the form of phones, syl-
lables, and words. It is assumed that this conversion is achieved through
the use of specific acoustic cues, also known as acoustic features. Acoustic
features are defined to be representations of the physical acoustic signals in
the frequency-time domain that are used by the brain via cochlea to decode
each consonant or vowel into a unique event.
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Figure 1.5: Hypothetical cascade model of decoding process (Allen, 1994).
1.1.4 Articulation Index
Within this model, a useful quantity of merit, a sufficient statistic, is the
articulation index (AI), which follows from the fact that the human commu-
nication channel may be modeled as the Shannon communication channel.
The capacity of a channel according to Shannon is defined as:
C =
∫
inf
0
log2
(
1 + SNR2(f)
)
df, (1.1)
where C is the maximum rate in bits per symbol at which information can
be transmitted over a channel with arbitrarily low error. Similarly, the AI is
a measure of the probability of speech over a band corresponding to a part
along the basilar membrane. The AI assumes that bands along the basilar
membrane are independent of one another. Following is a definition of the
AI adopted from Phatak and Allen (2007):
AIk = min
[
1
3
log
(
1 + r2kSNR
2
k
)
, 1
]
, (1.2)
where rk is the peak to RMS ratio, which is a number close to unity, within
the k-th band of K bands. AIk can be used to estimate the average band-
error:
ek = e
AIk/K
min , (1.3)
where emin is the minimum recognition error on average. It follows that the
average phone score is the product of the band errors, giving the average
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phone score:
PC(AI) = 1−
K∏
k=0
ek = 1− echancee
AI
min, (1.4)
where echance is the error of chance performance. The AI is used to define the
AI-gram, which is similar in use to a normalized spectrogram. It displays
the information of the signal along a log-frequency-time plot, where shades
of black indicate the audibility of the signal at the point and where the
magnitude of the signal in that domain has been normalized by the noise floor
(i.e., no color indicates the threshold while the increasing black indicates the
degree over the threshold). It also mimics limited cochlea-like filtering of the
signal (i.e., Fletcher critical bands) (Allen, 1994, 2005).
1.2 Literature Review
There have been many theories concerning what “acoustic cues” are relevant
for correct perception of vowels. Indeed, the vowel perception literature itself
has a long history. The first theory on vowel perception came out as early
as 1890, when it was theorized that the ratio of formant frequencies could
be used to classify vowels (Lloyd, 1890; Miller, 1989). However, it was not
until some 60 years later, with the availability of spectrograms, that modern
research on human speech and perception commenced. There are primarily
two theories of vowel perception: formant theory and whole spectrum theory.
The former has a longer history than the latter, which arose in reaction to
the former.
1.2.1 Formant Theory
The first such classical studies on vowel perception were published in 1952.
Peterson and Barney (1952) examined the 10 American English vowels in
an /hVd/ context with 76 speakers, which included men, women, and chil-
dren. They noted that there is a significant variance in formant frequencies
among these three groups of speakers. Men typically have the lowest for-
mant frequencies. Women have higher formant frequencies than men but
lower than children. Despite this variance, listeners in the experiment were
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able to categorize these vowels accurately. Confusions arose between vowels
of propinquity in the formant space. Their results showed that in the F1-F2
space there is minimal overlap with vowels, as shown in Fig. 1.6. They also
demonstrated that the vowels, when plotted in the F1-F2 space, correlate
with their locations on the vowel triangle: the more backward the vowel, the
lower the F2; the higher the vowel, the lower the first formant. However, they
also showed that overlaps did lead to perceptual confusions by listeners. For
instance, they reported a confusion between /E/ and /I/, which have some
overlap.
Figure 1.6: F1 versus F2 diagram from Peterson and Barney (1952) for 10
vowels.
Miller (1952) was able to replicate one of Peterson and Barney’s results.
He used a harmonic tone synthesizer to create artificial steady-state two-
formant vowels. R. Miller demonstrated that listeners could categorize these
synthesized vowels in such a way that different sounds occupied fixed areas
in the F1-F2 space. R. Miller’s classic studies, along with those of Peterson
and Barney, seem to indicate that the first two formants are the most salient
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cues in vowel perception. However, later studies seem to indicate that there
are alternate cues.
Pickett (1957) conducted a study using naturally recorded speech with
four types of spectrally shaped white noise: very-low, low, flat, and high
frequency. These spectra had slopes of−10, −6, 0, and 6 dB/Oct respectively
between 0.2 and 7 kHz. To analyze the results, he arranged the vowels on the
confusion matrix such that F1 and F2 were rank ordered. Using confusion
matrices, Pickett demonstrated that when only one formant was masked,
listeners could correctly perceive the sound based on that one formant. For
instance, when F2 was masked, listeners correctly perceived vowels with the
same F1 formant. He concluded that when only one formant was not masked,
listeners perceived that formant based on duration. This seems to indicate
that duration is an important cue in the perception of masked vowels.
Four decades later, Hillenbrand et al. (1995) replicated Peterson and Bar-
ney’s experiments, using recorded utterances from 45 men, 48 women, and
46 children with 2 more vowels. Their results showed that there was much
greater overlap of vowels in the F1-F2 space than observed by Peterson and
Barney. They conjectured that this shift was possibly due to phonological
developments in English since Peterson and Barney’s time; however they of-
fered no objective evidence to support this claim. They demonstrated that
the F1-F2 space yielded poor recognition results. Hillenbrand et al. (1995)
also showed that adding duration as a feature only resulted in a modest in-
crease in discriminant analysis accuracy. In contrast, adding spectral change
and F0 (pitch) as a cue resulted in greatly increased accuracy. This is in line
with other previously done studies.
Using vowels in either /pVp/ context, or in isolation, Assmann et al. (1982)
examined the role of spectral change and duration by comparing “gated”
vowels with “full” vowels. They defined “gated” vowels as vowels with the
spectral change information removed and the duration normalized to some
fixed length and “full” vowels as vowels with the spectral change informa-
tion but with the duration again fixed to some length. They found that
the error increased from 4.75% to 11.63% when listeners heard gated vow-
els. They concluded that some information is lost when the spectral change
and duration differences are removed, but nonetheless gated vowel stimuli
were well-recognized. This change seems quite minimal, especially given the
emphasis by many other studies that have placed emphasis on F1 and F2
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transitions (Liberman et al., 1954).
Nearey and Assmann (1986) further studied the role of spectral change.
They used three types of vowel stimuli using natural speech: unmodified
(“natural order”), repetition of the steady-state portion of the vowel (“re-
peated nucleus”), and a reversal of spectral change portion with the nucleus
portion of the vowel (“reversed”). They found that for the unmodified case,
listeners had a 14% error rate. For the second and third cases, significantly
higher error rates were found of 34% and 38%, respectively.
Strange et al. (1983) further analyzed the role of spectral change. Using
vowels in a /bVb/ context, they modified natural speech and created 8 types
of stimuli, removing either the steady-state center of the vowel or transition
and adjusting the duration of the vowel to be as is or fixed to some length.
In their first experiment, they only used one talker, and in their second
experiment, they used 2 women and 2 men talkers. This was done to observe
the variability introduced by talker effects. They showed that vowels with
only the initial and final transitions (“silent center”) had error rate of 6%
with a single talker and 14% with multiple talkers. In addition, shortening
the silenced vowel center increased the error to 7% in the case of a single
talker and 15% with multiple talkers. This modification had a higher error
than removing the initial and final transition but maintaining the duration
(“variable center”): the variable center condition had an error of 8% with a
single talker and 13% with multiple talkers. However, in conditions where
only either the initial or final transition was kept, error rates were much
higher with both conditions having 45% error. An earlier study (Strange
et al., 1976) suggested that in a CVC context the prefixed and postfixed
consonants may contribute to the perception of the medial vowel. They
attributed this to the spectral change due to the initial and ending consonant.
Thus, Strange et al. concluded that their results suggest that spectral change
has more information than the steady-state center for vowel perception.
Furui (1986) also further backed this transition conclusion. He examined
the role of vowel duration by truncating Japanese /CV/ and /CjV/ syllables
from the beginning or the end. Furui discovered that, when the vowel is trun-
cated from the end, once the onset of the syllable is truncated the consonant
and vowel identification score dropped. From this result, he concluded that
the spectral transitions found at the onset of the vowel may be enough for
the human auditory system to interpret the vowel, although truncating the
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onset from the front did not significantly decrease scores.
Kewley-Port and Goodman (2005) examined vowel formant dynamics us-
ing 5 synthesized vowels in a /bVd/ context. These synthesized vowels were
based on acoustic measurements of 1 female talker. They synthesized the
vowel to create 12 conditions: 3 initial F2 values, slope direction of F2 (ris-
ing or falling), and 2 durations. All other formants were kept in steady-state.
Their results demonstrated that listeners could discern the frequency extent
(hertz) but not the rate of change (hertz per second).
1.2.2 Whole-Spectrum Theory
Due to the uncertainty principle of Fourier transforms, there is a trade-off
between the resolution in time and resolution in frequency. This makes it
difficult to robustly extract acoustic features related to the formants, due
to the finite resolution in the time-frequency space. Peterson (1961) noted
that absolute formant frequencies varied from speaker to speaker, and sug-
gested that the formant-ratio theory could explicate how listeners were able
to perceive vowels correctly over such a wide variance. He noted that the
formant-ratio theory could eliminate differences in the acoustic variance of
vowels related to the talkers. This issue is often called the “speaker normal-
ization problem.” However, this theory failed in its predictions due to its
inability to account for the fact that many perceptually different vowels had
similar formant ratios.
Delattre et al. (1952) conducted a study using synthesized steady-state
vowels, which he created using hand-painted spectrograms based on French
vowels. Their results showed that listeners were able to identify synthesized
vowels with only two formants reasonably well. They demonstrated that the
intensity of the formants changed the perception of the vowel. For instance,
with back vowels which have close formants, when the intensity of the first
formant was decreased, the “color” of the vowel changed to an adjacent vowel.
They conjectured that this was due to an averaging effect of the formants and
that in effect some vowels can be synthesized with a single formant. They
also conjectured that the averaging effect also occurred with the second and
third formants.
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Chistovich and Lublinskaya (1979) demonstrated an effect similar to the
“averaging effect” found in Delattre’s study which they called the “center
of gravity” effect. They showed that a synthesized two-formant steady-state
stimulus can be made perceptually similar to a one-formant stimulus when
the distance between F1 and F2 is below a certain threshold. They denoted
the frequency of this single formant stimulus as F ∗. In addition, they demon-
strated that the ratio of amplitudes of F1 and F2 had a continuous relation-
ship with F ∗ when the F1-F2 distance was below this threshold. Chistovich
and Chernova (1986) later used the center of gravity effect to create a model
to identify synthesized steady-state vowels.
To account for the shortcomings of the formant ratio model, Miller (1989)
developed a model based on the formant-ratio theory which he called the
“auditory-perceptual” model. In discriminating vowels, he showed that no
frequency scale (i.e., Mel, Kronig, Bark, or Greenwood) had any advantage
over another. Rather, it was the formant ratios that were important. His
model was based on the interpretations of multiple formant-ratios: F2/F1,
F3/F2, and F1/SR, where SR is a function FO (fundamental harmonic). He
then segmented the auditory-perceptual space into “target zones” for each
vowel. These target zones were irregularly shaped, in order to take account
of coarticulation effects. J.D. Miller’s model segregated vowels of American
English with 93% accuracy.
Zahorian and Jagharghi (1993) further backed the theory that the whole
vowel spectrum may be necessary. Their experiment used CVC words spo-
ken by 10 men, 10 women, and 10 children. Zahorian and Jagharghi ran an
automated vowel classifier to compare formant and spectral-shape features.
To calculate the formant features, they first low-pass filtered the signal to
3.8 kHz with an FIR and resampled at 8 kHz, and then the high-frequency
components of the signal were pre-emphasized using the transform func-
tion (1 − 0.75z−1). The signal was then windowed with a 50-ms Hanning
window and the LP model of 10th order calculated. The roots of the LP
model were then used to calculate the formant frequencies. To calculate
the whole-spectrum features, they calculated discrete cosine transform co-
efficients (DCTC) with three types of conditions. Zahorian and Jagharghi
found that under all the conditions they tested, the whole-spectrum shape
features had a performance higher than that of the formant features. The
addition of F0 as a feature increased the overall categorization rate by 3.6%.
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This is in contrast to 0.6% increase seen with DCTC. In addition, they found
that the classification errors made by the spectral shape features classifier
were similar to perceptual errors made by humans. In light of these results,
they concluded that spectral shapes give a more complete set of informa-
tion on the vowel identity than formants. However, they also concluded that
static features, followed by the spectral changes of the vowel, were the most
important in vowel identification.
Ito et al. (2001) used a Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, 1980) to create vowel
stimuli based on Japanese vowels. Their first experiment kept the spectral
shape but suppressed either the first or second formant. This did not result in
any large difference in the phoneme boundaries. In their second experiment,
they used F2-suppressed stimuli and adjusted the amplitude ratios of high-
to low-frequency components. This resulted in a change in vowel perception,
correlated to place of articulation. A similar result was seen in their third
experiment, which used full formant stimuli and adjusted the amplitude ra-
tios of F1 and F2 with the latter being kept constant. They concluded that
formant frequencies do not seem to be “exclusive cues” and that spectral
shape for the whole vowel may play a crucial role in vowel perception.
Molis (2005) compared formant-based and spectrum-shape based models
for vowel perception. She used three synthesized vowels with a common F1,
F4 and F5 frequency, but varied F2 and F3 frequencies. Twelve listeners
categorized these stimuli as one of the three vowels. Her results showed
that non-linear formant frequency based models fit the data better than the
whole-spectrum-based excitation pattern principal component. Nonetheless,
though formant-based models have the lowest dimensionality of vowel rep-
resentation and better performance, she stated the whole-spectrum models
should be studied in more depth, as they capture the neurophysiology of the
human auditory process.
Kiefte et al. (2010) examined the role of formant amplitudes in vowel per-
ception. They suggested that the amplitude effect may have been due to
decreased local spectral contrast or masking. They used a Klatt synthesizer
to create a vowel-like stimulus similar to the vowels /i/ and /u/ and ran two
experiments with 14 and 24 listeners each. Their first experiment compared
full and incomplete spectrum stimuli, in which all the spectrum was removed
except the formants, to examine the role of local spectral contrast. Their
second experiment tested the detectability of a formant peak and similarly
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Table 1.1: Summary of experiments covered in this section. S is an
abbreviation for “synthesized stimuli” and N is for “natural speech.”
Name and Year S/N Hypothesis tested
Peterson and Barney (1952) N Measurement of Formants
Miller (1952) S Confirm Peterson and Bar-
ney (1952)
Pickett (1957) N Effect of noise on vowel per-
ception
Hillenbrand et al. (1995) N Repeat of Peterson and Bar-
ney (1952)
Assmann et al. (1982) N Spectral transitions
Strange et al. (1983) N Spectral transitions
Strange et al. (1976) N Spectral transitions
Furui (1986) N Spectral transitions and
truncation
Kewley-Port and Goodman (2005) S Audibility of spectral tran-
sitions
Delattre et al. (1952) S Effect of formant amplitude
and location on perception
Chistovich and Lublinskaya (1979) S Effect of formant amplitude
and location on perception
Miller (1989) N Auditory-perceptual model
Zahorian and Jagharghi (1993) N Automatic vowel recognizer
with DCTC
Ito et al. (2001) A Effect of spectral shape on
vowel perception
Molis (2005) S Test of spectral shape mod-
els
Kiefte et al. (2010) S Formant amplitudes
compared full spectrum (with or without presence of tested formant) with
incomplete spectrum stimuli. They deduced that although spectral contrast
and masking may play important roles in vowel perception, other information
must be considered to account for vowel identification.
1.2.3 Summary of Previous Experiments
A summary of the experiments covered in this section is presented in Table
1.1. In general, the studies that assumed the formant theory of perception
used natural speech, while those that tested the whole spectrum theory used
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artificially synthesized speech.
1.3 Overview of the Present Studies
This study will present an analysis of two experiments: CV06 and HL11.
CV06 examined the effects of noise upon vowel perception, while HL11 exam-
ined the effect of filtering the vowel stimuli. In both the formant theory and
the whole spectrum theories of vowel perception, it has been assumed that
there is integration over some part of the time-frequency spectrum. Thus,
modifying some portion of the time-frequency spectrum will yield valuable
results in the study of how humans perceive vowels. Adding noise will mask
the entirety of the signal according to its spectra. Filtering the speech signal
will suppress a chosen range of frequency components.
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CHAPTER 2
CV06 METHODS
CV06 was conducted in the summer of 2006 and consisted of two experi-
ments which used two different noise spectra, white noise (WN) and speech-
weighted noise (SWN). The former was conducted as an extension to the
experiment MN16R which also used WN. Phatak et al. (2008) conducted
MN16R in the summer of 2004. It was a repeat of Miller and Nicely’s classic
1995 experiment and used the same 16 consonants and WN. The latter was
conducted as an extension to MN64 which also used SWN. Phatak and Allen
(2007) conducted experiment MN64 in 2005 with the same 16 consonants
but with four vowels. Both MN16R and MN64 were conducted primarily to
gather data on consonant perception. CV06, on the other hand, was designed
to test the perception of both consonants and vowels. The methods of each
experiment are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of previous experiments. All subjects were of normal
hearing. C is the abbreviation for “number of consonants”; V for “number
of vowels”; T for “number of talkers”; P for “number of presentations per
utterance”; S for “number of subjects”; and U for “number of utterances.”
Year Name C V Spectra SNR S P U
2004 MN16R 16 1 WN 5 24 1 1440
2004 MN64 16 1 SWN 6 24 1 5376
2006 CV06-WN 9 8 WN 6 14 14 1008
2006 CV06-SWN 9 7 SWN 6 or 8 14 14 1008
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2.1 Stimuli
CV06 used CV syllables with nine consonants and eight vowels. The nine
consonants had previously been found to be “low-error” plosives and frica-
tives, labeled as group B and C consonants in MN64 respectively: /d/, /g/,
/k/, /p/, /s/, /t/, /S/, /Z/, and /z/. The eight vowels used in CV06 are
labeled on the vowel diagram found in Fig. 2.1: /A/, /o/, /u/, /U/, /E/,
/æ/, /3~/, and /I/. Figure 2.1 shows the 8 vowels used in CV06.
Figure 2.1: Vowels used in CV06 (Pan, 2009).
The utterances from the talkers were from the LDC2005S22 corpus (Ar-
ticulation Index Corpus provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania) corpus. There were 10 talkers who spoke all the CV
syllables and eight more who spoke 35-37 of the CV syllables. There were
8 × 9 = 72 possible CV combinations, and each stimulus was presented a
total of 14 times at each SNR. All these combinations made up a total of
1008 utterances.
As mentioned, there were two noise spectra used in CV06. CV06-WN used
the SNRs: -15, -12, -6, 0, 6 dB, and Q (quiet). These were the same SNRs
used in MN16R, except for the -18 dB case. For CV06-SWN, two groups of
CVs had two different SNRs applied. For the consonants /d/, /g/, /k/, and
/p/, the SNRs -22, -20, -16, -10, -2, and Q were used. For the consonants
/s/, /t/, /S/, /Z/, and /z/, the SNRs -29, -26, -22, -20, -16, -10, -2 dB, and
Q were used. This is because in MN64, this group of consonants had a score
of about 50% at -22 dB, thus making the use of lower SNRs necessary.
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The SNR was calculated by first estimating the root mean square (RMS) of
the entire signal. The signal also included the silence of the wave file, where
there is no energy, and not just the stimulus. This means that the RMS of
the utterance was underestimated. The noise was then generated and the
RMS of the noise was adjusted to the desired SNR. WN was wideband, flat
over all the frequencies. SWN spectrum was generated in the same manner
as Phatak and Allen (2007).
2.2 Test Procedure
Subjects sat inside a sound-proof booth on a chair in front of a monitor,
keyboard, and mouse. The computer was situated outside the booth and
contained the MATLAB program, and a Sound Blaster Live! sound card to
process the stimuli. The subjects heard the stimuli through Sennheiser HD
280-pro headphones. Before beginning the experiment, the subjects adjusted
the sound level of the speech to the most comfortable level (MCL). Listeners
were allowed to adjust the MCL during the experiment as well.
Figure 2.2: CV06 interface.
Listeners then took either one or two practice sessions to familiarize them-
selves with the CV syllables and the task, and then continued on with the
19
Table 2.2: DARPAbet symbols listed here were used in plots, since IPA
symbols cannot be displayed with MATLAB.
IPA A O 2 o u U E æ 3~ i I
DARPABet a c A o u U E @ R i I
experiment. The CV06-WN and CV06-SWN lists both had 48 sessions with
126 utterances per session.
Subjects indicated what CV syllable they perceived by clicking one of the
76 buttons on the graphical user interface (GUI). As seen in Fig. 2.2, 72 of
these 76 buttons were organized such that each row was a different consonant
and each column represented a different vowel. Furthermore, there were
legends for all the consonants and vowels. The DARPAbet symbols, listed
in Table 2.2, were put on each button for the response. The other button for
response was the “noise only” button. This was to allow subjects to give a
response when they could not perceive any of the other responses. The other
buttons on the GUI are “repeat,” “pause/resume,” and “quit.” There were
no limits of how many repeats a subject was allowed.
2.3 Subjects
There were 14 subjects who did the CV06-WN experiment and another 14
who took the CV06-SWN experiments. Seven of these subjects participated
in both the CV06-WN and SWN experiments. One subject failed to com-
plete the CV06-SWN experiment and six failed to complete the CV06-WN
experiment. These subjects’ data was included in the analysis, as they com-
pleted more than half the experiment. Subjects were limited to one two-hour
session per diem, and took anywhere from 7.5 hours to 16 hours (an average
of 11 hours).
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CHAPTER 3
CV06-SWN RESULTS
In this chapter, the vowel perception results of CV06 will be briefly discussed.
First, the listener statistics will be examined. Then finally, the probability
of error of each individual utterance will be analyzed.
3.1 Listener Statistics
Following the criterion set by Pan (2009), the results from five listeners from
CV06-WN and two listeners from CV06-SWN were removed from the sub-
sequent analysis. These listeners had the highest errors in their respective
experiments, and appear with the highest probability of error curves as seen
in Fig. 3.1. This was done to minimize the skewing of results by high-error
listeners, and to assure adequate performance of the task. This was also done
to control for the the significance of individual subjects for every analysis.
One listener, for instance, consistently confused /A/ with /æ/. The mean
vowel errors in quiet with all the listeners for CV06-WN and CV06-SWN are
19.01% and 20.11% respectively. After removing the high-error listeners, the
mean vowel errors are 11.09% and 16.98% respectively.
3.2 Preliminary Overview of Vowel Intelligibility in
Noise
The performance of the eight vowels in CV06-WN and CV06-SWN is plotted
in Fig. 3.2. One observation from these plots is that the error rates of lax
vowels, /E, I, æ, U/, start out higher than those of tense vowels, /A, o, u, 3~/.
Another observation is that the performances of tense vowels start at a
lower error rates in quiet and then degrade to higher error rates at lower
21
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Figure 3.1: Plot of listener’s average error versus SNR in CV06-SWN (a)
and WN (b). The dashed lines indicate the listeners with the high
probabilities of error (Pan, 2009). The abscissa goes from -29 to +15 (Q)
dB in both (a) and (b). Quiet (Q) is plotted at 15 dB SNR.
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Figure 3.2: Vowel errors averaged over all the talkers and listeners were
plotted as a function of SNR in SWN (a) and WN (b). Lax vowels /E, I, æ,
U/ are plotted with dashed lines and tense vowels are plotted with solid
lines /A, o, u, 3~/ (Pan, 2009).
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SNRs. In CV06-SWN, the vowel performance degrades to chance at lower
SNRs (< 20 dB). In contrast, for CV06-WN, the vowel performance does
not degrade to chance, as the SNRs were not low enough to totally mask the
vowel feature, as seen in Fig. 3.2.
In CV06-SWN, the transition in the vowel performance from its relatively
lower error rates in quiet to chance performance occurs over a range from
-2 dB to -16 dB. The performance curves were calculated by averaging all
the utterances of the same vowel, resulting in a 14 dB transition. Figure 3.2
does not capture the individual utterance differences, as individual utterances
have transition regions at different SNRs, as discussed next.
3.3 Error Analysis of Individual Utterances of Vowels
3.3.1 Analysis Methods
The error curves for each individual utterance are plotted in Fig. 3.3. First,
note that individual utterances have different errors in quiet. The perfor-
mance of the vowels was classified based on the mean of the error rates in
quiet and at -2 dB SWN, which are low-noise environments that have little
impact on perception. The classifications are as follows:
• “Zero-error” vowels are vowels that have an mean error of 0%.
• “Low-error” vowels are vowels that have an error between 0% and 10%.
It is posited that this type of error is due to misclicks and is not a
systematic error introduced by noise masking of acoustic features. This
range was chosen as an average between 1/14 and 2/14.
• “Medium-error” vowels are vowels that have an error between 10% and
30%.
• “High-error” vowels are vowels that have an error greater than 30%. It
is observed that this type of error is primarily due to poor articulation
on the part of the talker Pan (2009).
Another observation from Fig. 3.3, except for the high error sounds, is
that the performance of each utterance starts out at relatively low error at
24
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Figure 3.3: Error curves for the utterances for the vowels. “Zero-error” and
“low-error” vowels are plotted in blue; “medium-error” vowels are plotted
in magenta; and finally “high-error” vowels are plotted in red.
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low noise and then transitions to chance performance at lower SNRs. This
transition occurs when noise masks the acoustic perceptual cue of the vowel.
It is presumed that this transition from low error to chance performance
can also be explained from the perspective of communication and Shannon’s
channel capacity as noted in Eq. 1.1. As the SNR decreases, the channel
capacity also decreases. At the same time, the bits per second transmitted
over the channel has not changed and remains constant, but is now greater
than the channel capacity. The error-rate, as a result, transitions to chance
performance.
The error rate at quiet is due to the quality of the production. To account
for the relative difference in the groups, the mean of SNRs at which the
“zero,” “low,” and “medium”-error utterances crossed the 50% error mark
were calculated and then these error curves were shifted so that the 50%
mark lined up at the mean SNR. After shifting, a polynomial was fitted to
the region between where the curves crossed the 25% and 75% marks. It
will be seen that the error curves within this region are roughly linear. The
fitting was also done to measure the transition range. For high error vowel
utterances, the error curves were shifted so that the mean lined up to the
50% mark of the rest of the utterances. Using this analysis method, it is
possible to characterize each vowel in terms of its error in quiet, a threshold
(SNR50), and slope.
3.3.2 Error Analysis for /A/
There were 18 utterances with /A/ that were classified as zero-error, 37 as
low-error, 12 as medium-error and 5 as high-error, as listed in Table 3.1. As
indicated by the red fitted line in Fig. 3.4 (a), the transition range from the
25% to the 75% mark was 8 dB, starting from -6 dB and ending at -14 dB.
The slope is 6.25 %/dB. The variance of the shifts as described in Fig. 3.4
(b) was 7.7 dB. The error curves crossed 50% around -11.76 dB.
3.3.3 Error Analysis for /o/
There were 32 zero-error utterances, 25 low-error, 4 medium-error, and 2
high-error utterances that included the vowel /o/, as listed in Table 3.2. The
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Table 3.1: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /A/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 18 25% m111da, m114da, m115da, m117da,
m111ga, f103ka, f108ka, m117ka,
m118pa, f105sa, m112sa, m111ta,
m115ta, f105xza, m118xza, f108za,
m114za, m115za
Low-error 37 51% f103da, f105da, f108da, f119da,
m102da, m104da, m118da, f103ga,
f105ga, f108ga, m112ga, m114ga,
m115ga, m117ga, m118ga, f105ka,
f109ka, m104ka, m107ka, m111ka,
m112ka, m114ka, m115ka, m118ka,
m120ka, f108pa, f109pa, m111pa,
m114pa, m115pa, m117pa, f106sa,
m111sa, m114sa, m115sa, m107ta,
m112ta
Medium-error 12 17% f109da, m112da, m120da, f113ga,
m102ga, m107ga, f101pa, f103pa,
f105pa, f106pa, m112pa, m120pa
High-error 5 7% f109ga, f119ga, f119ka, f119pa,
f109sa
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Figure 3.4: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /A/. The
red line indicates the fitted curve between 25% and 75%. The gray dashed
lines indicate high-error utterances. (b) Histograms for the amount of shift
in dB necessary to line it up with the mean.
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Table 3.2: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /o/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 32 51% f108do, f109do, m111do, m114do,
m115do, m117do, m118do, f109go,
f119go, m114go, m115go, m118go,
f103ko, f105ko, f119ko, m111ko,
m115ko, f103po, f108po, m111po,
m112po, m114po, m115po, m117po,
m118po, m120po, m112so, m118so,
f105to, f119to, m111to, f119xzo
Low-error 25 40% f103do, f105do, f113do, f119do,
m104do, m112do, f105go, f106go,
m102go, m111go, m112go, f108ko,
f109ko, m102ko, m104ko, m107ko,
m112ko, m118ko, m120ko, f101po,
f109po, f119po, m107po, f101so,
f119zo
Medium-error 4 6% m102do, f108go, f113go, m114ko
High-error 2 3% f103go, m107go
transition from 25% correct to 75% occurred in a span of 8 dB SWN with a
slope of 6.25 %/dB. The variance of the shifts as described in Fig. 3.5 (b)
was 8.6 dB. The error curves crossed the 50% mark around -11.21 dB SWN
as shown in Fig. 3.5 (a).
3.3.4 Error Analysis for /u/
There were 52 zero-error utterances, 30 low-error, 1 medium-error, and no
high-error utterances that included the vowel /u/ as listed in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.6 (a) depicts the shifted error curves. One observation unique to
/u/ is that there are utterances whose performance has a slight but notable
peak around -10 dB. This is due to a 3 to 1 confusion group. The transition
from 25% to 75% correct occurred in a span of 7 dB SWN with a slope of
7.14 %/dB. The amount of shift necessary to line it up with the mean is
depicted in Fig. 3.6 (b). The variance of these shifts was 12.22 dB. The error
curves crossed the 50% mark around -16.49 dB SWN, the lowest threshold
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Figure 3.5: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /o/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
SNR out of all the vowels. According to these observations, the vowel /u/ is
the most recognizable in quiet and most robust in noise.
3.3.5 Error Analysis for /3~/
There were 55 zero-error, 14 low-error, 1 medium-error, and no high-error
utterances for the vowel /3~/, as listed in Table 3.4. Figure 3.7 (a) illus-
trates the shifted error curves for this vowel. It shows that the error curves
transition from 25% to 75% over a span of 6 dB with a slope of 8.33 %/dB.
The curves cross the 50% mark around -11.27 dB SWN. The amount of shift
necessary to line it up with the mean is described in Fig. 3.7 (b), and the
variance was 9.6 dB.
3.3.6 Error Analysis for /E/
For the vowel /E/, there were no zero-error, 7 low-error, 25 medium-error, and
41 high-error utterances as listed in Table 3.5. This vowel had the highest
number of high-error utterances. As seen in Fig. 3.8 (a), the transition range
from 25% to 75% error is approximately 7 dB with a slope of 7.14 %/dB.
The error curves cross the 50% mark at an average of -12.72 dB SWN. The
amount of shift necessary to line it up with the mean is described in 3.8 (b),
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Table 3.3: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /u/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 52 63% f101du, f103du, f105du, f108du,
m107du, m111du, m114du, m118du,
m120du, f108gu, f109gu, f119gu,
m107gu, m111gu, m112gu, m114gu,
m115gu, m117gu, m120gu, f101ku,
f103ku, f108ku, f109ku, m111ku,
m112ku, m114ku, m118ku, f108pu,
f109pu, f119pu, m112pu, m114pu,
m115pu, m107su, m118su, m120su,
f101tu, f103tu, f106tu, f109tu,
m112tu, f108xzu, f109xzu, m111xzu,
m114xzu, m115xzu, f108zu, f109zu,
f113zu, f119zu, m111zu, m115zu
Low-error 30 36% f109du, f119du, m112du, m115du,
m117du, f103gu, f105gu, m104gu,
m118gu, f105ku, f106ku, f119ku,
m115ku, m117ku, m120ku, f101pu,
f103pu, f106pu, f113pu, m102pu,
m118pu, f105tu, f113tu, m115tu,
m120tu, f106xzu, m104xzu, m118xzu,
m107zu, m112zu
Medium-error 1 1% f105pu
High-error 0 0%
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Figure 3.6: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /u/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
Table 3.4: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /3~/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 55 79% f106dxr, f108dxr, f119dxr, m102dxr,
m104dxr, m111dxr, m112dxr, m114dxr,
m115dxr, f101gxr, f103gxr, f105gxr,
f106gxr, f108gxr, f113gxr, f119gxr,
m102gxr, m112gxr, m115gxr, f105kxr,
f109kxr, f113kxr, f119kxr, m104kxr,
m107kxr, m111kxr, m112kxr, m118kxr,
f103pxr, f105pxr, f108pxr, f109pxr,
f119pxr, m104pxr, m107pxr, m111pxr,
m112pxr, m114pxr, m115pxr, m117pxr,
m120pxr, f113sxr, m102sxr, f105txr,
f108txr, m102txr, m104txr, m115txr,
f105xzxr, f108xzxr, m107xzxr, m115xzxr,
m120xzxr, f108zxr, m115zxr
Low-error 14 20% f103dxr, f105dxr, f109dxr, f113dxr,
m118dxr, f109gxr, m111gxr, m114gxr,
m118gxr, f108kxr, m102kxr, m114kxr,
m115kxr, m118pxr
Medium-error 1 1% f103kxr
High-error 0 0%
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Figure 3.7: (a) Shifted error curves for the utterances for the vowel /3~/
and (b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up
with the mean.
and the variance was 7.1 dB. There is a peak at 12 dB in the histogram in
Fig. 3.8 (b).
3.3.7 Error Analysis for /I/
For the vowel /I/, listed in Table 3.6 there are four zero-error, 17 low-error,
25 medium-error, and 22 high-error utterances. As seen in Fig. 3.9 (a), the
transition region from 25% to 75% error occurs over a span of 7 dB SWN
with a slope of 7.14 %/dB. The error curves cross the 50% mark at -13 dB.
The amount of shift necessary to line it up with the mean is described in Fig.
3.9 (b), and the variance was about 12.3 dB.
3.3.8 Error Analysis for /æ/
For the vowel /æ/, as listed in Table 3.7, there were no zero-error utterances,
6 low-error, 33 medium-error, and 21 high-error. As depicted in Fig. 3.10
(a), the transition from 25% to 75% error occurs over 11 dB SWN with a
slope of 4.55 %/dB. The error curves cross the 50% mark at -11.86 dB. The
amount of shift necessary to line it up with the mean is described in Fig.
3.10 (b), and the variance was 24.7 dB.
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Table 3.5: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /E/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 0 0%
Low-error 7 10% f108pxe, f119pxe, f119sxe, m114sxe,
m117sxe, m114txe, f119xzxe
Medium-error 25 34% f108dxe, m107dxe, m111dxe, f105gxe,
f106gxe, f108gxe, m111gxe, m112gxe,
m114gxe, m120gxe, f108kxe, m111kxe,
f103pxe, f105pxe, m102pxe, m107pxe,
m111pxe, f103sxe, f105sxe, f106txe,
m112xzxe, m117xzxe, f103zxe, m112zxe,
m115zxe
High-error 41 56% f101dxe, f103dxe, f105dxe, f106dxe,
f109dxe, f113dxe, f119dxe, m112dxe,
m114dxe, m115dxe, m118dxe, f101gxe,
f103gxe, f109gxe, f119gxe, m104gxe,
m115gxe, m118gxe, f101kxe, f103kxe,
f105kxe, f106kxe, f109kxe, f113kxe,
f119kxe, m102kxe, m112kxe, m114kxe,
m115kxe, f109pxe, f113pxe, m104pxe,
m112pxe, m114pxe, m115pxe, m118pxe,
m115sxe, f113txe, m115txe, m115xzxe,
m114zxe
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Figure 3.8: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /E/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
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Table 3.6: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /I/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 4 6% f103pxi, f119pxi, m117pxi, f103sxi
Low-error 17 25% f106dxi, f109dxi, f119dxi, f103kxi,
f105kxi, f106kxi, f108kxi, f119kxi,
m115kxi, f105pxi, f108pxi, m107pxi,
m114pxi, m115pxi, m111txi, f103zxi,
f106zxi
Medium-error 25 37% f103dxi, f108dxi, m102dxi, m111dxi,
m112dxi, m114dxi, m115dxi, m118dxi,
f103gxi, f119gxi, m111gxi, f109kxi,
f113kxi, m104kxi, m111kxi, m114kxi,
m118kxi, f109pxi, m102pxi, m111pxi,
f109txi, f105xzxi, m114zxi, m115zxi,
m117zxi
High-error 22 32% f101dxi, f105dxi, f113dxi, f101gxi,
f105gxi, f106gxi, f108gxi, f109gxi,
f113gxi, m104gxi, m112gxi, m114gxi,
m115gxi, m118gxi, m102kxi, m112kxi,
m104pxi, m112pxi, m118pxi, f105sxi,
m114sxi, m104xzxi
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Figure 3.9: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /I/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
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Table 3.7: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /æ/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 0 0%
Low-error 6 10% f101dxq, m112kxq, m114kxq, m114pxq,
m114txq, m115txq
Medium-error 33 55% f105dxq, f106dxq, m111dxq, m112dxq,
m114dxq, m115dxq, m118dxq, f103gxq,
f105gxq, m111gxq, m114gxq, m118gxq,
m120gxq, f101kxq, f103kxq, f105kxq,
f106kxq, f108kxq, m111kxq, m115kxq,
m117kxq, m118kxq, f103pxq, f105pxq,
f106pxq, f108pxq, m102pxq, m104pxq,
m112pxq, m115pxq, m118pxq, f108sxq,
m118txq
High-error 21 35% f103dxq, f108dxq, f109dxq, f119dxq,
m107dxq, m120dxq, f101gxq, f108gxq,
f109gxq, f119gxq, m104gxq, m112gxq,
m115gxq, m117gxq, f109kxq, f113kxq,
f109pxq, f113pxq, f119pxq, m111pxq,
m112zxq
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Figure 3.10: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /æ/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
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Table 3.8: Utterances categorized by the error rate at Q and -2 dB SNR for
vowel /U/.
Type N Percent Utterances
Zero-error 2 3% m115kxu, f101pxu
Low-error 22 36% m111dxu, f105gxu, f109gxu, m102gxu,
m115gxu, m120gxu, f105kxu, f109kxu,
f119kxu, m112kxu, m114kxu, f105pxu,
f108pxu, f109pxu, m111pxu, m115pxu,
m118pxu, m115sxu, f119txu, m118txu,
m120txu, f105zxu
Medium-error 30 49% f103dxu, f105dxu, f108dxu, f109dxu,
f119dxu, m104dxu, m112dxu, m115dxu,
m117dxu, m120dxu, f103gxu, f108gxu,
f119gxu, m111gxu, m114gxu, m117gxu,
m118gxu, f101kxu, f108kxu, m107kxu,
m111kxu, m117kxu, m118kxu, m120kxu,
f103pxu, f113pxu, m112pxu, m114pxu,
m120pxu, f108txu
High-error 7 11% m107dxu, m114dxu, m118dxu, m107gxu,
m112gxu, f106pxu, f119pxu
3.3.9 Error Analysis for /U/
For the vowel /U/, as listed in Table 3.8, there were 2 zero-error, 22 low-error,
30 medium-error, and 7 high-error utterances. As depicted in Fig. 3.11 (a),
the transition from 25% to 75% error occurs over a range of 9 dB SWN with
a slope of 5.56 %/dB. The error curves cross the 50% mark at -10.37 dB
SWN. The amount of shift necessary to line it up with the mean is described
in Fig. 3.11 (b), and the variance was about 9.8 dB.
3.3.10 CV06-SWN Discussion
In Fig. 3.2, it is observed that the average errors of the lax vowels are
greater than those of the tense vowels. This may be accounted for by the
fact that lax vowels in English generally do not occur in CV contexts and
occur in CVC contexts. Therefore, listeners may not have been accustomed
to hearing lax vowels in such a context. This lack of context also relates
to orthography, since listeners may be unable to identify the orthographic
representations of lax vowels. These conjectures are largely in line with
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Figure 3.11: (a) Shifted error rates for the utterances for the vowel /U/ and
(b) histograms for the amount of shift in dB necessary to line it up with the
mean.
Assmann et al. (1982). That study found only 29.36% of the transcription
errors were spoken errors, which can be attributed to subjects’ difficulties
with labeling and orthography. For instance, in both their study and CV06,
some listeners confused the vowel /A/ with /æ/ (Pan, 2009).
A finer characterization of the errors is depicted in Fig. 3.3. In this
study, vowels are characterized by the average error at -2 dB SNR and quiet,
and categorized into four categories. The differences between “low” and
“zero” error utterances are minimal and can be chiefly attributed to listener
misclicks. Table 3.9 gives a summary of the general characterstics of the
performances of each vowel. “High” error utterances, on the other hand,
have such a high error because they have been poorly articulated or even
misarticulated by the talker.
A summary of the characterization of vowel performances is given in Table
3.9. It is observed that the tense vowels have a higher percentage of zero
and low error utterances than lax vowels. Consequently, lax vowels have a
higher percentage of medium and high error vowels. The fact that there
are some lax vowel utterances that were categorized as zero or low error
utterances indicates that the error is due to both misarticulation on the part
of the talkers and misperception on the part of listeners. Indeed, this was
especially the case of the three front lax vowels (/æ/, /E/, and /i/), as both
listeners and talkers had a large error range for these three vowels. In the
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case of the back lax vowel (/U/), on the other hand, 9 out of 28 listeners
had less than 10% error, while 7 others had a error greater than 50%. This
indicates that much of the error is on the part of the listeners (Pan, 2009).
Table 3.9: Summary of SNR50, variance (σ
2), the transition range (TB),
and slope in ∆%/∆dB of all the vowels of CV06-SWN. All SNR50, TB, and
σ2 values are in SNR dB. Also listed are the number of utterances that
have been categorized as zero and low-error (ZE/LE), medium-error (ME),
and high-error (HE). The first four listed vowels are the tense vowels, and
the last four listed vowels after the break are the lax vowels. Note that the
lax vowels in general have more utterances that are categorized as medium
and high-error.
Vowel SNR50 σ
2 TB Slope %ZE/LE %ME %HE
/A/ -11.7 7.70 7 7.14 76.4 16.7 6.9
/o/ -11.2 8.57 8 6.25 90.5 6.3 3.17
/u/ -16.4 12.22 7 7.14 98.8 1.2 0
/3~/ -11.2 9.56 6 8.33 98.6 1.4 0
/E/ -12.7 7.11 7 7.14 9.6 34.2 56.2
/I/ -13 12.31 7 7.14 30.9 36.8 32.4
/æ/ -11.1 24.71 11 4.55 10 55 35
/U/ -10.3 9.78 9 5.56 39.3 49.2 11.5
Average -12.2 11.50 7.75 6.66 58.4 23.8 17.8
Overall, there was no major difference in the average threshold SNRs be-
tween lax and tense vowels. The average threshold SNR50 in both cases
is between -10 and -12 dB SNR SWN. It is conjectured that the variance
in the thresholds is attributed to the variance in vowel energy. Although
the vowel contains most of the energy in a CV syllable, the distribution of
energies varies from utterance to utterance (Pan, 2009). The rather large
variance of /æ/ can be attributed to the fact that it had a high percentage of
medium error utterances, whose categorization criterion has a greater range
of probabilities correct, and which were included in the calculation of SNR50.
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CHAPTER 4
HL11 METHODS
The HL11 (HL is an abbreviation for “high-pass and low-pass”) experiment
was conducted in the Spring of 2011. It is styled after the experiments HL07
and HL08 described in Li et al. (2010), which were conducted in 2007 and
2008 respectively. Unlike HL07 and HL08, which tested the perception of
consonants, HL11 tested subjects’ perception of vowels.
4.1 Stimuli
The stimuli used for this experiment were /hV/ syllables. These syllables
were spoken by five male talkers during the practice session and a different
set of three male talkers during the testing sessions, all from the LDC2005S22
corpus (Articulation Index Corpus provided by the Linguistic Data Consor-
tium, University of Pennsylvania). The vowels for this experiment, repre-
sented in Fig. 4.1, were the eleven monophthongs found in General Ameri-
can English: /A, O, 2, o, u, U, E, æ, 3~, i, I/. The consonant /h/ was chosen
because it was believed that the following vowel formants would be close to
the ones found by Hillenbrand et al. (1995) and Peterson and Barney (1952).
Although the LDC corpus had female talkers, only utterances from male
talkers were chosen in order to both shorten the experiment and make the
stimuli more similar. It was not possible to investigate gender and age talker
differences, yet it was desirable to raise the talker number. Thus, three male
talkers with 11 utterances each were chosen. These three talkers spoke all
/hV/ syllables used in the testing sessions of the experiment.
There were six low-pass, six high-pass, and one wide-band condition. Speech-
weighted noise (SWN) at 15 dB SNR was added to all stimuli. In addition,
all stimuli were played four times in random order, resulting in a total of
1584 utterances played during the testing sessions.
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Figure 4.1: The 11 vowel stimuli used in the experiment HL11 and their
locations on the vowel diagram.
4.2 Filter Conditions
Every /hV/ syllable went through a total of 13 filtering conditions: six low-
pass, six high-pass, and one wide-band (250 Hz to 8 kHz). The cut-off
frequencies for the low-pass and high-pass conditions were computed using
the Greenwood function, such that one band of equal length along the basi-
lar membrane corresponded to a band in frequency, as described in Li et al.
(2010). Since most of the vowel information in the frequency spectrum is con-
tained within the lower frequencies, these filter cut-offs were located within
0 to 3 kHz. The cut-off frequencies for the low-pass conditions were 0.70,
0.94, 1.23, 1.65, and 2.16 kHz with the lower cut-off at 250 Hz. The cut-off
frequencies for the high-pass conditions were 0.70, 0.94, 1.23, 1.65, 2.15, and
2.83 kHz with the upper cut-off at 8 kHz. The filters were created using a
6th order elliptical filter with a 0.02 dB peak-to-peak ripple and a stop-band
attenuation of -60 dB. The stimuli were passed into a filter twice: first in
sequence and then in reverse-sequence. Such processing linearized the phase
and increased the stop-band attenuation and peak-to-peak ripple by a factor
of two (in dB) to -120 dB. The estimated transition bandwidths from the
pass-band to the stop-band of each filter are listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: The cut-off frequency fc, frequency at which the pass-band ends
fPe, frequency at which the stop-band starts fSs, effective transition
bandwidth TB, and decibel per octave decline therein. The quantities fPe
and fSs were defined as the frequencies at which the magnitudes of the
frequency response were approximately -1 dB and -90 dB, respectively,
down from the maximum. The quantity dB/Oct was estimated based on
the linear region of the filter’s transition band. All frequencies listed are in
kHz.
fc LP fPe fSs TB dB/Oct HP fPe fSs TB dB/Oct
0.70 1 0.73 1.12 0.39 -169 1 0.65 0.44 0.22 -167
0.94 2 1.00 1.50 0.50 -177 2 0.88 0.58 0.30 -163
1.23 3 1.32 1.97 0.64 -194 3 1.17 0.78 0.39 -165
1.65 4 1.75 2.55 0.79 -193 4 1.54 1.03 0.52 -175
2.15 5 2.28 3.21 0.94 -205 5 2.05 1.37 0.67 -169
2.83 6 2.68 1.86 0.83 -193
4.3 Noise Generation
HL11 used speech-weighted noise (SWN). The speech-weighted noise was
generated before the start of the experiment. The spectral shape of the
noise was first generated using the same method found in Phatak and Allen
(2007), so that it was kept constant from 100 Hz to 1 kHz with a roll-off of -12
dB/dec on the lower frequencies and -30 dB/dec on the higher frequencies.
Phase noise was randomized using the MATLAB function randn and then
was filtered by the spectral shape. The inverse Fourier transform was then
applied to the noise spectrum to generate the noise. The noise samples whose
maxima were greater than four standard deviations away from the mean were
not used. A more detailed noise statistic analysis may be found in Appendix
A. Ten noise vectors were created using this method, and were chosen at
random to be played with the stimuli during the experiment.
4.4 Test Procedure
Subjects sat inside a sound-proof booth on a chair in front of a monitor,
keyboard, and mouse. The computer was situated outside the booth and
contained the MATLAB program, and the Sound Blaster Live! sound card to
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present the speech stimuli. The subjects heard the stimuli through Sennheiser
HD 280-pro headphones, and indicated what vowel they perceived by clicking
one of the eleven buttons. Each response button was labeled by a keyword
as well as word examples in text below, as depicted in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: MATLAB GUI used in HL11. The buttons were labeled with
/hV/ or /hVC/ words. Two words which included the vowel were also put
beneath the buttons as a further guide.
During the experiment subjects were permitted to adjust the volume of
the headphones to the most comfortable level (MCL). Initially, the sound
level was set to 70 dB-SPL. They adjusted iteratively after listening sample
tokens until they were satisfied with the loudness of the headphones.
The experiment was comprised of five sessions. The first session was for
training. Subjects needed to get a score of at least 80 to proceed to the
following test sessions. It was realized early during the designing of this
experiment that the practice session was crucial, as the vowel identification
task was made difficult by the fact that the vowels of American English do not
have a one-to-one correspondence to orthography. At first, the test session
introduced the subject to the vowels of each row of the GUI. All other rows
were grayed out. Afterward, the entropy of the task was gradually increased
by training subjects on every two-row combination and then finally the vowels
of the entire GUI. This was done in order to ensure that subjects knew the
orthographic representation of each of the 11 vowels.
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The training session had a total of 200 stimuli from five male talkers, who
were different from the three male talkers of the test sessions. In order to
shorten the experiment, the study was limited to male talkers. The four
testing sessions had a total of 1584 stimuli (3 talkers ×11 vowels ×7 filter
conditions ×4 presentations), thus each testing session had a total of 396
stimuli. Up to six repeats were allowed per stimulus. In order to prevent
fatigue, subjects were encouraged to take frequent breaks. They also were
instructed to take the last two test sessions on the second day. Each subject
spent a total of 2-3 hours to complete the experiment.
4.5 Subjects
Fifteen subjects participated in the HL11 experiment. All subjects had in-
dicated that English was their first language. Eleven subjects indicated that
they spoke English with a Midwestern dialect (from outside Chicago), two
indicated a Chicago dialect, one indicated a Californian dialect, and another
indicated a Northern Wisconsin dialect. Subjects came on two different days
to complete the experiment. To prevent fatigue, on the first day, subjects
took the training session and the first two test sessions. On the second day,
they took the last two test sessions and finished the experiment. Subjects
were permitted to take the training session again on the second day, although
only two requested this option.
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CHAPTER 5
HL11 RESULTS
5.1 Formant Estimation
The vocal tract, when a vowel is being enunciated, can be modeled as an
all-pole filter, also known as a linear prediction (LP) filter:
H(z) =
1
a1z−1 + a2z−2 + . . .+ anz−n
(5.1)
where an are the linear prediction code (LPC) coefficients. The poles of
the LP filter correspond to resonances of the vocal tract. In the frequency
spectrum, these resonances correspond to the peaks. The frequencies at
which these peaks occur are known as formant frequencies. An LPC filter
is particularly well suited for vowels, as the frequency spectrum of vowels
consists of peaks and troughs.
To find the formant frequencies of all the utterances used in the experiment
section of HL11, first the vowel region of the stimulus’s wave file is found. The
vowels in general have higher energy than the consonants, and consequently
the maximum is found within the vowel region. The vowel region is defined
to be the part of the signal within -10 dB of the maximum. This region was
divided into 10 ms windows with 75% overlap. Using the MATLAB function
lpc, which uses the Levinson-Durbin algorithm, 18 LPC coefficients were
computed per window. The roots were then calculated and the average
formant frequency over this portion was found.
In two instances, m102 and m117 for the vowel /i/, this method resulted
in skewed estimates, in which the values of F2 and F3 were given as F3 and
F4 respectively. This error was manually corrected. It should also be noted
that formants vary through time. More information is in Appendix B.
The F1-F2 space of the utterances is plotted in Fig. 5.1, which shows that
although the F1 and F2 frequencies of the different vowels from the three
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talkers overlap, they generally cluster in the same area of the F1-F2 plane.
The same clustering is also seen in the F2-F3 plane as depicted in Fig. 5.2.
Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 list the lowest three formant frequencies of all the
utterances used in HL11. The fact that the formants are close together but
the cut-off frequencies somewhat far apart means that the filters will suppress
the formants of the same vowel at roughly the same cut-off frequencies, and
thus the confusion patterns across the stimuli of the same vowel should be
similar. Indeed, this is observed to be the case.
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Figure 5.1: F1-F2 space for all of the utterances used in testing sessions of
HL11. Utterances spoken by talker m102 are marked with an asterisk,
m114 with a circle, and m117 with the letter x. The cut-off frequencies for
both low-pass and high-pass conditions (0.70, 0.94, 1.23, 1.65, and 2.16
kHz) are indicated by the bold red dashed lines in the F1-F2 space.
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Figure 5.2: F2-F3 space for all of the utterances used in experiment
sessions of HL11. Utterances spoken by talker m102 are marked with an
asterisk, m114 with a circle, and m117 with the letter x. The cut-off
frequencies for both low-pass and high-pass conditions (1.23, 1.65, 2.16, and
2.83 kHz) are indicated by bold red dashed lines on the plot.
Table 5.1: List of all the F1, standard deviation, and mean thereof of all
the utterances in HL11 in kHz.
Talker /A/ /O/ /2/ /o/ /u/ /U/
m102 0.75 0.63 0.68 0.56 0.31 0.52
m114 0.73 0.64 0.61 0.52 0.26 0.52
m117 0.72 0.62 0.64 0.60 0.38 0.47
Mean 0.74 0.63 0.64 0.56 0.32 0.50
Std 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.02
Talker /E/ /æ/ /3~/ /i/ /I/
m102 0.75 0.63 0.68 0.56 0.31
m114 0.73 0.64 0.61 0.52 0.26
m117 0.72 0.62 0.64 0.60 0.38
Mean 0.74 0.63 0.64 0.56 0.32
Std 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.05
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Table 5.2: List of all the F2, standard deviation, and mean thereof of all
the utterances in HL11 in kHz.
Talker /A/ /O/ /2/ /o/ /u/ /U/
m102 1.17 0.94 1.25 1.21 1.05 1.18
m114 1.08 0.85 1.15 1.00 0.96 1.10
m117 1.22 0.92 1.22 1.20 1.40 1.14
Mean 1.16 0.90 1.21 1.13 1.14 1.14
Std 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.23 0.04
Talker /E/ /æ/ /3~/ /i/ /I/
m102 1.17 0.94 1.25 1.21 1.05
m114 1.08 0.85 1.15 1.00 0.96
m117 1.22 0.92 1.22 1.20 1.40
Mean 1.16 0.90 1.21 1.13 1.14
Std 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.23
Table 5.3: List of all the F3, standard deviation, and mean thereof of all
the utterances in HL11 in kHz.
Talker /A/ /O/ /2/ /o/ /u/ /U/
m102 2.65 2.59 2.64 2.34 2.26 2.43
m114 2.63 2.77 2.67 2.49 2.38 2.53
m117 2.27 2.45 2.48 2.29 2.32 2.45
Mean 2.52 2.60 2.60 2.37 2.32 2.47
Std 0.21 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.05
Talker /E/ /æ/ /3~/ /i/ /I/
m102 2.65 2.59 2.64 2.34 2.26
m114 2.63 2.77 2.67 2.49 2.38
m117 2.27 2.45 2.48 2.29 2.32
Mean 2.52 2.60 2.60 2.37 2.32
Std 0.21 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.06
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5.2 Error Analysis
5.2.1 Methods of Analysis
The results of the experiment HL11 are presented using confusion pattern
plots (Allen, 2005) and AI-grams (Regnier and Allen, 2008). AI-grams are
in essence spectrograms normalized to the noise floor. They will be used
to see what part of the frequency-time spectrum is audible to the listener.
AI-grams have been plotted with a 6 dB SWN noise floor in order to increase
contrast. Confusion pattern plots display the probabilities of responses as
a function of the cut-off frequencies, similar to the ones found in Li et al.
(2010). An an example, see the right column of Fig. 5.3 as well as Fig.
5.4, both for the case of vowel /A/. Let CR|S(fc) denote the probability
of a subject responding vowel R given the vowel stimulus S at the cut-off
frequency condition fc. When the response R is not equal to the stimulus S,
such a response is a confusion. The LP and HP are separately presented. AI-
grams here have been plotted at 15 dB SNR SWN. In the confusion pattern
plots, the three lowest formants have been marked with a dashed line, the
performance curve (CS|S(fc)) is the dark bold line with error bars, and the
error curve (1− CS|S(fc)) is the lighter bold line.
The error bar is based on the assumption that the results of the experiment
can be modeled as a Bernoulli trial with binomial outcomes. Although the
actual results of the experiment are multi-nomial (11x11 dimensions), this is
done for the sake of simplicity, since it is impossible to model the confusion
matrix with such a high dimensionality. Furthermore, it is impractical to
collect a high sample size given the limitations of the real-world experiments.
For these reasons, the binomial probability distribution is used in modeling
the outcomes. Thus, the outcome probability of CR|S(fc) is:
CR|S = P
k
R|S(1− PR|S)
n−k, (5.2)
where n is the number of trials in a given sample, k is the number of times
response (R) given stimulus (S) occurred, and PR|S is the probability of that
event occurring. The estimate of the probability PR|S given T trials is the
mean:
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Table 5.4: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /A/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/A/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.74 1.00 2.74
m114 0.84 0.84 2.91
m117 0.71 1.20 2.32
Mean 0.76 1.01 2.66
Std 0.06 0.17 0.30
µ =
1
T
T∑
n=1
Xn, (5.3)
where Xn is the random variable of the n-th binary result. Xn = 1 when
R = S (correct) and 0 when incorrect. The height of the error bar (e.g., 5.4)
is given by the standard deviation of the estimator above:
σ =
√
pˆ (1− pˆ)
N
, (5.4)
where pˆ is the observed probability correct, and N = 60 is the number of
samples at that cut-off frequency (15 listeners ∗ 4 trials per utterance). The
confusions which are greater than 20% at any cut-off frequency are marked
with a dashed line and a label. Confusions closer to the error curve indicate
a greater portion of the error. For instance, in Fig. 5.4, the vowel /2/
constitutes most of the confusion, as it is closest to the error curve.
5.2.2 Analysis of /A/
The lowest three formant frequencies of the three utterances of /A/ used in
HL11 are listed in Table 5.4. F1 and F2 are nearly the same and have a
standard deviation of less than 0.1. In contrast, there is some variance in F3
with a slightly higher standard deviation of 0.3.
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AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams of the three talkers’ utterances of /A/ are depicted in the
left column of Fig. 5.3. In all three utterances, there is only one cut-off
frequency of 0.94 kHz between the F1 and F2. The average F1 and F2 are
approximately 0.4 octaves apart and F2 and F3 are 1.4 octaves apart.
The probability correct (Ps|s) for both low-pass and high-pass filter condi-
tions is shown in the right column of Fig. 5.3. For all three /A/ utterances in
both low-pass and high-pass conditions, the vowel performance precipitously
drops once the F2 is masked. The confusions that arise are different for each
of the three utterances, as discussed next.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Figure 5.4 shows the confusion patterns for the low pass condition. In all
three utterances, the probability correct is relatively high (≈ 80%) at WB.
The performances in all three cases are relatively high until the cut-off fre-
quency of 0.94 kHz, where the F2 (shown in the vertical dashed line labeled
“F2” towards the top in Fig. 5.4) is first suppressed. It does not drop to
chance at the lowest cut-off frequency of 0.70 kHz. In all three cases, listeners
confuse /A/ with /O/ at the lower cut-off frequencies of 0.94 and 0.70 kHz.
In the utterances of talker m102 (top panel) and m117 (bottom panel), there
are confusions with /æ/ at 0.70 kHz. It is surmised that these confusions
occur because F1 of /O/ and /æ/ are slightly lower than that of /A/.
It should be noted that talker m117’s utterance (the lowest panel of Fig.
5.4) is particularly low at WB: it has an error greater than 20% at WB and is
confused with /O/ and /2/. Most of this error can be attributed to listeners’
confusion with /O/. In talker m117’s utterance, error can be attributed to
confusions with /2/ and /O/. Talk m102’s utterance, on the other hand, has
no major confusions (defined as those with more than 20% error).
High-Pass Filter Conditions
As depicted in Fig. 5.5, under high-pass filter conditions, in all three talkers’
utterances, the performance of the vowel /A/ drops to chance at 0.94 kHz, as
the F1 is suppressed. The primary confusions differ at the cut-off frequencies
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Figure 5.3: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /A/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.4: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /A/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /A/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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1.23 and 1.65 kHz for all three utterances. For m102, listeners confused the
filtered stimulus with /O/ at 1.23 and 1.65 kHz. In m114’s utterance, listeners
confused it with /O/ at 1.23 kHz and /E/ at 1.65 kHz. In m117’s utterance,
subjects confused it with /o/ and /U/ at 1.23 kHz and with /u/ at 1.65 kHz.
At cut-off frequencies 2.15 kHz and above, the dominant confusion is with
/i/ in all three cases. This may be accounted for by the fact that F2 of /i/
is similar to F3 of /A/.
Furthermore, all three performance curves themselves are somewhat non-
monotonic, as there is a dip at 0.70 kHz, which is slightly below F1. With
talker m102’s and m117’s utterances, the confusion is with /2/, while with
talker m114’s utterance, the confusion is with /O/. It shall be be seen that
more of these monotonic dips occur with other vowels.
5.2.3 Analysis of /O/
The formants of the three utterances of /O/ are listed in Table 5.5. As with
the previous vowel, the F3 has the highest variance, followed by F2, and then
F1.
Table 5.5: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /O/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/O/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.65 0.82 3.07
m114 0.46 0.70 2.89
m117 0.64 0.84 2.61
Mean 0.58 0.79 2.86
Std 0.10 0.07 0.23
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /O/
are depicted in Fig. 5.6. In all three cases, the vowel performance drops
once the F2 has been suppressed. This is observed in both low-pass and
high-pass filter conditions. The degradation is the least severe for m114’s
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Figure 5.5: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /A/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /A/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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utterance in low-pass filter conditions. Talker m102’s utterance has been
poorly enunciated, as its score is less than 60% at WB.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, depicted in Fig. 5.7, the vowel performance
curves of all three utterances start to drop at the cut-off frequency 0.94
kHz, once the F2 is suppressed. It does not drop to chance at 0.70 kHz;
however, confusions arise for two of the three talkers. Under these conditions,
individual differences among the utterances play an important role. For
m102, some listeners confuse the filtered stimulus with /A/; and for m117,
some listeners confuse it with /æ/. As for the quality of the vowel, m102 /A/
seems to be a poorly articulated utterance, as it has high confusions with
/o/ at all cut-off frequencies.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.8, the vowel perfor-
mance curves of all three utterances fall to chance at the cut-off frequency
1.23 kHz, where F2 is suppressed. The dominant confusion at the highest
cut-off frequency 2.83 kHz again is with /i/ in all three cases (as stated pre-
viously). The confusions between 1.23 kHz and 2.83 kHz, in contrast, differ
among the three talkers. For talker m102’s utterance, major confusions be-
tween these two frequencies are with /A/, /U/, /2/. The confusion /2/ is
apparent at higher cut-off frequencies for some listeners. For talker m114’s
utterance, there are no confusions between the two frequencies. For talker
m117, the major confusions are with /o/ and /2/ at 1.23 kHz and /E/ and
/æ/ at 1.65 kHz.
5.2.4 Analysis of /2/
The lowest three formants for the three utterances of /2/ are listed in Table
5.6. There is a larger variance (≥ 0.1) among the utterances of the three
talkers.
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Figure 5.6: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /O/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.7: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /O/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /O/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Figure 5.8: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /O/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /O/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.6: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /2/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/2/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.55 1.10 2.80
m114 0.37 0.86 2.90
m117 0.63 1.22 2.68
Mean 0.51 1.06 2.79
Std 0.13 0.17 0.10
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /2/
are depicted in Fig. 5.9. Under low-pass filter conditions, the vowel perfor-
mance plummets at 0.94 kHz, once the F2 has been suppressed. Under high-
pass filter conditions, however, the performance curves are non-monotonic.
All three talkers’ utterances have a dip at 0.94 kHz, at which the F1 has
been suppressed. They all have a peak at 1.23 kHz, at which the F2 is par-
tially suppressed. The confusions at the dip are with /A/ in all three talkers
and with /O/ in m114’s utterance. These two vowels have similar F2 and F3
values, though the F2 are slightly lower. There is a major confusion with
the vowel /U/ at the peak, whose F2 and F3 are very similar to that of /2/.
The vowel performance curve drops again at 1.65 kHz. It is unclear why the
confusions /u/ and /E/ arise in m102 and m117’s utterances at this cut-off
frequency. As with many other vowels, including these three utterances, as
the energy between F2 and F3 becomes suppressed, the confusion with /i/
dominates.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.10, the performance
curves for all three talkers’ utterances drop at the cut-off frequency 1.23
kHz, where the F2 begins to be suppressed. The confusions at the cut-
off frequencies below differ from talker to talker. For talker m102, the major
confusion is with /A/. However, talker m102’s utterance is poorly articulated,
as this confusion occurs at cut-off frequencies above 1.23 kHz and at WB.
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Figure 5.9: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /2/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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For talker m114, the major confusions are /O/ at the cut-off frequencies 0.70
and 0.94 kHz; /A/ at 0.70, 0.94, and 1.23 kHz; and /æ/ at 0.70 kHz. For
m117, the major confusions are /A/ and /E/.
The performance curves for all three utterances are slightly non-monotonic
with a dip at 2.16 kHz once the F3 has been suppressed. This dip is most
prominent for talker m114’s utterance, which listeners confuse with the vowel
/A/. There is also a small rise in performance at 0.70 kHz in all three cases
once the F1 has been suppressed.
5.3 High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under the high-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.11, the perfor-
mance curves for all three utterances of /2/ are non-monotonic. The dip
occurs at 0.94 kHz once the F1 has been suppressed and the rise occurs at
1.23 kHz once the F2 has been suppressed. The dominant confusion at the
dip is with /A/. The confusions at the higher cut-off frequencies vary from
talker to talker. For talker m102, there are confusions with /u/, /U/, /o/,
and /i/. For talker m114, the dominant confusions are with /U/ and /o/
at 1.23 and 1.65 kHz, and /i/ at 2.15 and 2.83 kHz. For talker m117, the
dominant confusion is with /U/ at 1.23 kHz and 1.65 kHz, and /i/ at higher
frequencies.
5.3.1 Analysis of /o/
The three lowest formants for the utterances of /o/ are listed in Table 5.7.
There is little variance for F1 and more for F2 and F3.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of the three utterances of /o/ are de-
picted in Fig. 5.12. Under low-pass filter conditions, the vowel performances
of all three utterances do not have any significant degradation throughout
all cut-off frequencies, despite the fact that F2 has been suppressed. The
performance does begin to slightly degrade in all three cases at the lowest
cut-off frequency 0.70 kHz. However, without any more cut-off frequencies
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Figure 5.10: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /2/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /2/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Figure 5.11: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /2/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /2/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.7: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /o/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/o/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.56 1.21 2.34
m114 0.52 1.00 2.52
m117 0.60 1.20 2.29
Mean 0.56 1.13 2.38
Std 0.04 0.11 0.12
below this, it is uncertain whether it would degrade further. Talker m114’s
utterance has been somewhat poorly articulated, as its probability correct at
WB is 80%.
Under high-pass filter conditions, the vowel begins to degrade once the
F1 has been suppressed and plummets once the F2 has been suppressed at
the cut-off frequency 1.65 kHz. For talker m117’s utterance, there is a dip
at 0.94 kHz. This is due to a listener effect with some listeners responding
differently. The confusion with /u/ is at the cut-off 1.65 kHz, which lies
between the F2 and F3 and therefore includes some of the energy therein.
This is less prominent in talker m114’s utterance, as the energy therein is of
very short duration. In all three cases, the confusion with /i/ dominates as
the energy between F2 and F3 is suppressed at 2.15 kHz. The confusion is
carried on as the F3 is also suppressed. This confusion can be accounted for
by the fact that /i/ has a very high F3, whose value is similar to that of F4
for /o/.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as seen in Fig. 5.13, the three vowel perfor-
mance curves of /o/ are fairly robust to suppression of F2 and F3. There are
no significant drops in performance, aside from a slight dip at 0.94 kHz once
the F2 of /o/ has been suppressed. Talker m114, however, has poorly artic-
ulated the vowel /o/, as indicated by the fact that some listeners identified
it as /U/ throughout all the cut-off frequencies and at WB. Furthermore, for
talker m114’s utterance, some listeners begin to confuse it with /E/ at 0.70
kHz.
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Figure 5.12: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /o/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.13: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /o/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /o/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.8: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /u/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/u/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.31 1.04 2.27
m114 0.26 0.96 2.38
m117 0.38 1.42 2.34
Mean 0.45 1.14 2.33
Std 0.05 0.24 0.05
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.14, the vowel per-
formances of the three utterances all drop at 1.23 kHz as the F2 becomes
suppressed. The confusions at the higher cut-off frequencies among the three
talkers are similar. For all three talkers, there is some confusion with the
vowel /u/ at 1.65 kHz and above. The vowel /i/ becomes the dominant
confusion at 2.15 and 2.83 kHz. The vowel performance curves of all three
are also non-monotonic. With talker m102’s utterance, there is a plateau
in performance at the frequencies 0.94 kHz and 1.23 kHz; and with talker
m114’s utterance, there is a plateau at 0.70 and 0.94 kHz. For talker m117’s
utterance, there is a dip in performance at 0.94 kHz. At the cut-off frequen-
cies 0.70 and 0.94 kHz, some listeners confuse the filtered stimulus with /2/.
All these occur at about the F2 frequency of /o/.
5.3.2 Analysis of /u/
The three lowest formants of the three utterances of /u/ are listed in Table
5.8. F1 and F3 have the 50 Hz variance, while F2 has the 240 Hz variance
due to m117.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /u/
are seen in Fig. 5.15. The vowel /u/ has a peculiarly low F1 value, similar to
/o/. Also similar to /o/ is that under all the cut-off frequencies of the low-
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Figure 5.14: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /o/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /o/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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pass filter condition, the vowel performance does not degrade significantly.
This is despite the fact that the F2 has been suppressed.
Under high-pass filter conditions, there is a dip in performance at 0.70 kHz
for all three and a peak at 1.23 kHz for talkers m102 and m117, while m114
peaks at 0.94 kHz. The peak for talker m114’s utterance is accounted for by
the fact that it has a low F2, which becomes suppressed by the cut-off 1.23
kHz. The primary confusion at the dip in all three cases is the vowel /o/,
whose F2 is similar to /u/. At the cut-off frequencies above the peak, the
vowel performance gradually declines, and the confusion with /i/ increases,
as is the case with many other vowels. This suggests that the energy between
F2 and F3 may serve as some aid to the perception of /u/.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as seen in Fig. 5.16, the vowel performances
of all three talkers’ utterances of /u/ seem to be largely unaffected by filtering
as they all have high scores throughout all the cut-off frequencies. It should
be noted that the cut-off frequencies used in this study do not suppress the
F1 of /u/. All three utterance are well articulated, as they also have high
scores at WB.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
As depicted in Fig. 5.17, under high-pass filter conditions, the vowel per-
formance curves for all three talkers’ utterances of /u/ have non-monotonic
behaviors. All three utterances have a dip at the cut-off frequency 0.70 kHz,
where F1 is suppressed and the confusion with /o/ dominates. At higher
cut-off frequencies, the vowel performance curves and the confusions differ
from utterance to utterance. The non-monotonic behavior occurs at about
the stimuli’s F2 frequencies. For talker m102’s utterance of /u/, the perfor-
mance peaks at 1.23 kHz once the F2 is suppressed, at which point some
listeners report hearing /U/. At higher cut-off frequencies, the performance
curve degrades but does not drop to chance, but there is a large confusion
with the vowel /i/. In contrast, talker m114’s performance peaks at 0.94
kHz, despite the fact that the F2 is intact. The F2 becomes suppressed at
the cut-off frequency 1.23 kHz, and then degrades at higher cut-off frequen-
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Figure 5.15: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /u/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.16: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /u/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /u/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.9: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /U/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/U/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.51 1.19 2.45
m114 0.52 1.10 2.53
m117 0.47 1.17 2.45
Mean 0.50 1.15 2.48
Std 0.03 0.04 0.04
cies. The dominant confusion at the higher frequencies is with /i/. Lastly,
talker m117’s performance curve rises to a rather high performance at the
cut-off frequency 0.94 kHz, and peaks at 1.23 kHz. The performance starts
to degrade once the F2 has been suppressed, and the dominant confusion at
the higher cut-off frequencies becomes /i/. It should be noted that talker
m117’s F2 is higher than the other two talkers’ F2.
5.3.3 Analysis of /U/
The lowest three formants of the utterances used for /U/ have been listed in
Table 5.9. There is very little variance in the formants of the three talkers.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /U/
are seen in Fig. 5.18. Under low-pass conditions, two of the three utterances
have no significant degradation in performance throughout all the cut-off fre-
quencies, but do have slight degradation at the lowest cut-off frequency 0.70
kHz. However, talker m114’s utterance has a significant drop in performance
as the F2 is suppressed at the cut-off 0.70 kHz.
As for the other vowels in the high pass condition, at the cut-off frequencies
0.70 and 0.94 kHz once the F1 is suppressed, the performance drops to chance.
Furthermore, there is a peak at 1.23 kHz in all three cases just as F2 is
beginning to become suppressed. The dominant confusions at the dip are
with /2/ at 0.70 kHz, and with /A/ and /O/ at 0.90 kHz. In addition, for
talker m117’s utterances, the confusion with /o/ is dominant at these two
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Figure 5.17: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /u/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /u/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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frequencies. The primary confusion at the peak is with /o/ in all three cases.
These confusions at the dip and peak indicate that F2 has been perceived
correctly, though it is uncertain as to why some vowels are favored over others.
The performance curves in all three cases drop at cut-off frequencies higher
than the peak. The confusion with /u/ at 1.65 kHz arises in talker m102’s
and m117’s utterances, but not in m114’s utterance. This may be accounted
for by the differences in energy between the F2 and F3 among these three
utterances. The confusion with /i/ arises at 2.13 kHz and remains so at the
cut-off frequency 2.83 kHz, as is the case with many of the vowels. Listeners
may have confused the F3 and F4 as the F2 and F3 of /i/.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.19, the vowel performance
curves differ among the talkers. For talker m102 and m117, there is no sig-
nificant degradation in performance throughout the cut-off frequencies. For
talker m114, however, there is a significant drop at the cut-off frequency
0.70 kHz once F2 has been suppressed, where the confusion with /O/ arises.
There also seem to be confusions throughout all the cut-off frequencies for
the three talkers. Some listeners confuse talker m102’s and m114’s utter-
ances with /2/, while some listeners confuse m117’s utterance with /u/. The
confusion with /u/, however, vanishes at cut-off frequencies lower than 1.23
kHz, at which the F2 has been suppressed.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.20, the performance curves
are again highly non-monotonic. For talker m102 and m114, the dip occurs
at the cut-off frequency 0.94 kHz, while for talker m117, the dip occurs at
0.70 kHz. At this dip, in all three cases, the F1 has been suppressed and the
major confusions are with /2/ and /o/ at 0.70 kHz and with /O/ and /o/
at 0.94 kHz. The confusion with /2/ arises at 0.94 kHz in the case of talker
m114’s utterance. The performance curves peak in all three cases at the cut-
off 1.23 kHz, which is close to the F2 of each vowel. At this frequency, the
F2 is suppressed, and there is a major confusion with /o/. At the higher cut-
off frequencies, the confusion patterns differ among the talkers. For talker
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Figure 5.18: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /U/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.19: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /U/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /U/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.10: List of the F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /E/ in kHz.
The mean and standard deviation are also listed.
/E/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.62 1.65 2.40
m114 0.69 1.76 2.52
m117 0.64 1.76 2.64
Mean 0.65 1.72 2.52
Std 0.03 0.05 0.11
m102’s and m117’s utterance, the dominant confusions are with /u/ at 2.15
kHz and with /i/ at 2.83 kHz, where the F3 is suppressed. For talker m114’s
utterance, the confusion with /u/ does not arise. Instead, the dominant
confusion at those two cut-off frequencies is with /i/. It should be noted
that the F3 is higher in m114’s utterance than in the other two.
5.3.4 Analysis of /E/
The three lowest formants are listed in Table 5.10. Of the three, F3 varies
the most.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams of all three utterances of /E/ are listed in Fig. 5.21. The F2
and F3 of this vowel are 0.5 octaves apart and F2 is 1.4 octaves away from
F1. Under low-pass filter conditions, the vowel performance drops once the
F2 has been suppressed at the cut-off 1.23 kHz and recovers slightly at the
lower cut-off frequencies. The primary confusions at the cut-off frequencies
lower than the drop are with /2/ at 1.23 kHz, and with /A/ and /O/ at 0.94
and 0.70 kHz. There are two interpretations of these confusions. The first
is that the energy between F1 and F2 has been perceived as the F2 of these
vowels. The second is simply that the F1 has been correctly perceived, as
these three vowels share the same F1 as /E/. The confusion before the drop
is with /æ/, as was seen in the results in quiet in CV06-SWN. The confusion
also drops along with /E/.
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Figure 5.20: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /U/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /U/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Under high-pass filter conditions, in all three cases, there is a dip in per-
formance at 0.70 kHz once the F1 is suppressed and a peak at 1.23 kHz
as the F2 becomes suppressed. The dominant confusion at the dip is with
/æ/. This may be accounted for by the fact that the energy between the F1
and F2 may have been perceived by the listeners as the F1 of /æ/, whose
F1 is higher than that of /E/. At the peak, the confusion with /I/ arises
for m102’s and m117’s utterances. It is uncertain why this occurs, as this
confusion does not arise in talker m114’s utterance. The performance drops
dramatically at the cut-off frequencies higher than the peak at 1.65 kHz as
the F2 is completely suppressed. Here the confusion with /i/ arises, as is the
case with many other vowels.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.22, the performance
curves of all three utterances of /E/ drop at the cut-off frequency 1.23 kHz
as the F2 becomes suppressed. At cut-off frequencies below this drop, the
dominant confusions are with /a/, /O/, and /2/. The vowel performance
curves are also somewhat non-monotonic as there is a slight rise at the cut-
off frequency 0.94 kHz. At WB and the cut-off frequencies above the drop,
listeners have a high confusion with /æ/, whose response also drops at 1.23
kHz and rises at 0.94 kHz.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions, depicted in Fig. 5.23, the performance
curves for all three talkers’ utterances of /E/ are non-monotonic. In all three
cases, there is a dip in performance at the cut-off 0.94 kHz as the F1 is
suppressed. Also, all have a peak in performance at 1.65 kHz before dropping
again at 2.15 kHz once the F2 is suppressed. In all three cases, the dominant
confusion at the dip at 0.94 kHz is with /ae/. At the peak and the higher
cut-off frequencies, however, the confusion differs from talker to talker. In
talker m114’s and m117’s utterances, the confusion with /I/ arises at 1.65
kHz and becomes dominant at 2.15 kHz. The dominant confusion at 2.83
kHz is with /i/. In the case of talker m102’s utterance, however, there is no
confusion with /I/, and the dominant confusion at the two highest cut-off
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Figure 5.21: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /E/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.22: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /E/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /E/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.11: List of the F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /æ/ in kHz.
The mean and standard deviation are also listed.
/æ/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.68 1.68 2.37
m114 0.87 1.54 2.55
m117 0.76 1.63 2.55
Mean 0.77 1.62 2.49
Std 0.09 0.06 0.10
frequencies is with /i/.
5.3.5 Analysis of /æ/
The three lowest formant frequencies of the three utterances of /æ/ used in
this study are listed in Table 5.11. As is the case with many of the other
vowels, the F3 has the highest variance among the talkers.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /æ/
are listed in Fig. 5.24. The formant frequencies of m114 rise and then fall,
and those of m117 gradually drop. Similar to the vowel /E/, the F2 and F3
are close together and are 0.53 octaves apart. In addition, F2 is far apart
from F1, on average 1.07 octaves. This characteristic is less prominent in
m114’s utterance. Under low-pass filter conditions, the vowel performance in
all three cases drops rapidly, but not to null, once the F2 has been suppressed
at the cut-off frequency 1.23 kHz, and recovers at 0.70 kHz. The primary
confusions below the drop are with /A/ at 1.23 kHz and with /O/ at 0.94 kHz.
With both confusions, the energy between F1 and F2 has been perceived by
the listener as the F2 values of the respective vowels. The vowel /A/ has a
slightly higher F2 than the vowel /O/, which is why the former confusion is
prominent at 0.94 kHz and the latter at 0.70 kHz. As the energy between F1
and F2 has been removed, the response rate of these confusions drops and
the score of /æ/ recovers, as the only formant heard is the F1, and the F1 of
these three vowels are similar.
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Figure 5.23: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /E/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /E/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Under high-pass filter conditions, the performance of the vowel begins to
degrade at the cut-off frequency 0.94 kHz once the F2 has been suppressed.
The confusion with /A/ becomes dominant at 1.23 kHz for talker m102’s and
m117’s utterances, and with /E/ at 1.65 kHz for all three talkers’ utterances,
just as the F2 becomes suppressed. The cause of the former confusion is
uncertain as it only occurs in two of the talkers. The cause of the latter
could be attributed to the fact that at the cut-off frequency, the F2 becomes
partially clipped, effectively raising the F2 to the same frequency as that of
/E/. The vowel performance drops dramatically as the F2 is suppressed at
the cut-off 2.15 kHz. The confusion /I/ arises for talker m117’s utterance,
as its F3 is low, and its F3 and F4 may have been perceived as the F2 and
F3 of /I/, whose values are similar. As with all other vowels, the dominant
confusion at 2.83 kHz is with /i/.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.25, the performance
curves in all three cases drop at 1.23 kHz where the F2 has been suppressed.
The dominant confusions at the cut-off frequencies below this drop are with
/O/ at 0.94 kHz and with /A/ at 1.23 kHz with varying prominence among the
three talkers. In the case of talker m102’s and m117’s utterances, the vowel
performance does not drop to chance. In the former, the performance changes
very little at 0.94 kHz and 0.70 kHz, while in the latter, the performance
even rises at 0.70 kHz once the F1 has been suppressed. Also, talker m114’s
utterance is poorly articulated, as there is some confusion with /A/ even at
the condition WB.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions, depicted in Fig. 5.26, the performance
curves for all three talkers begin to degrade at 0.94 kHz as the F1 is sup-
pressed and drop at 2.15 kHz as the F2 is suppressed. The confusions at
the lower cut-off frequencies vary from talker to talker. In talker m102, the
confusion with /A/ arises at 1.23 kHz. In talker m114, the already existing
confusion with /A/ rises also at 1.23 kHz. In all three cases, the confusion
/E/ arises at 1.65 kHz. This confusion also drops in all three cases at 2.15
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Figure 5.24: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /æ/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.25: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /æ/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /æ/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.12: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /3~/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/3~/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.56 1.43 1.81
m114 0.60 1.19 1.78
m117 0.51 1.22 1.68
Mean 0.56 1.28 1.76
Std 0.04 0.12 0.06
kHz, where the confusion with /i/ becomes dominant. There is some confu-
sion with the vowel /I/ in the case of m117’s utterance, as its F3 is partially
suppressed. It should be noted that talker m117’s utterance has the lowest
F3.
5.3.6 Analysis of /3~/
The three lowest formants of /3~/ are listed in Table 5.12. There is some
variance in the F2 among the three talkers. It should be noted that, as a
rhotacized vowel, /3~/ has a low F3.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of the three talkers’ utterances of /3~/
are listed in Fig. 5.27. The vowel /3~/ is characterized by a low F3, not
necessarily the F2 and F3 being far apart in octaves, as evinced in talker
m114’s utterance. Under low-pass conditions, the vowel performance drops
once the F2 has been suppressed at the cut-off 0.94 kHz. The confusions at
the lower cut-offs differ from talker to talker. It is uncertain why different
confusions, such as with /U/ and /o/, occur in talker m102’s and m117’s
utterances, other than the fact that the F1 has been perceived correctly. For
talker m114’s utterance, however, the confusions differ, as the confusion with
/2/ arises at 0.94 kHz and that with/o/ arises at 0.70 kHz. The cause of the
confusion with /2/ is that talker m114’s utterance has a rather low F2 that
is similar to that of /3~/. Thus, the remaining F2 and F1 have been correctly
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Figure 5.26: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /æ/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /æ/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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perceived. As the F2 is suppressed at the cut-off 0.70 kHz, the confusion /o/
arises, whose F1 is similar.
Under high-pass conditions, the vowel performances of all three utterances
drop dramatically as the F2 is suppressed at the cut-off 2.15 kHz. There is
some minor confusion with /A/ for talker m102’s and m117’s utterances, but
it is unclear why. At the cut-off frequencies higher than the drop, the confu-
sion with /u/ arises at 2.15 kHz and continues to 2.83 kHz. It is uncertain
why this occurs, but it may be that the energy between F3 and F4 plays
some role. The confusion with /i/ becomes dominant at 2.83 kHz as with
many of the other vowels.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.28, all three utterances
of /3~/ drop to chance at the cut-off frequency 0.94 kHz once F2 has been
suppressed. There is some degradation in performance at 1.23 kHz as the
F3 is suppressed. The confusions at the lower cut-off frequencies vary from
talker to talker. In talker m102, the confusion with /o/ dominates. In talker
m114, there is a variety of confusion with /2/, /A/, and /O/ at 0.94 kHz. The
dominant confusion becomes /o/ at 0.70 kHz. In talker m117’s utterance,
the confusion with /o/ becomes dominant, but some listeners confuse the
filtered stimulus with /U/.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.29, the performance
curves of all three talkers’ utterances of /3~/ drop at 2.15 kHz as the F3
is suppressed. The confusions at the higher cut-off frequencies differ from
talker to talker. For talker m102, confusions with /u/ and /i/ arise. For
talker m114, the confusions with /E/, /o/, and /u/ arise at 2.15 kHz. The
vowel /i/ becomes the dominant confusion at 2.83 kHz. For talker m117, the
confusion with /E/ arises at 1.65 kHz and drops at higher cut-off frequencies.
At 2.15 kHz, the dominant confusion is with /i/, but some listeners confuse
the filtered stimulus with /E/. At the highest cut-off frequency, the confusion
with /i/ dominates.
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Figure 5.27: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /3~/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Figure 5.28: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /3~/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /3~/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Figure 5.29: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /3~/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /3~/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.13: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /i/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/i/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.27 2.19 2.89
m114 0.33 2.11 2.63
m117 0.29 2.35 3.20
Mean 0.30 2.22 2.91
Std 0.02 0.11 0.28
5.3.7 Analysis of /i/
The three lowest formants of the utterances of /i/ are listed in Table 5.13.
The F2 and F3 differ widely from talker to talker. Talker m114 in particular
has a high F2 and F3.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances are
depicted in Fig. 5.30. All three have F2 and F3 close together, which are
on average 0.39 octaves apart. In contrast, F2 and F1 are far apart, on
average 2.88 octaves. Under low-pass filter conditions, once the F2 has been
suppressed at the cut-off frequency 1.65 kHz, the vowel performance drops,
and the confusion with /u/ dominates in all three cases and all throughout
the lower cut-offs. There are no other confusions, as there are no conflict
cues. Indeed, the AI-grams of /i/ do not have much energy between F1 and
F2 in all three cases. The vowel /u/ also has a low F1 similar to that of /i/.
Thus, the listeners have perceived the F1 correctly.
Under high-pass filter conditions, on the other hand, the vowel perfor-
mances of all three talkers do not have any significant drops. The F3 of /i/
is quite high in comparison to the other vowels. This may be the reason why
the confusion for all other vowels at the highest cut-off frequency is with /i/.
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Figure 5.30: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /i/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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Table 5.14: F1, F2, and F3 of all the utterances of /I/ in kHz. The mean
and standard deviation are also listed.
/I/ F1 F2 F3
m102 0.48 1.84 2.57
m114 0.45 1.77 2.59
m117 0.44 2.04 2.74
Mean 0.46 1.88 2.64
Std 0.01 0.13 0.09
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.31, the performance
curves of all three talkers’ utterances of /i/ drop at 1.65 kHz as the F3 is
suppressed. The predominant confusion at the lower cut-off frequencies is
/u/, whose F1 and F2 are similar to those of /i/. The performance curves
in all three cases are slightly non-monotonic, as there is a slight peak at one
of the lower cut-off frequencies: 0.94 kHz for m114 and m117, and 0.70 kHz
for m102.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions depicted in Fig. 5.32, the performance
curves for all three talkers’ utterances of /i/ are fairly robust to suppression
of formants. In the case of m114’s utterance, it should be noted that the F3
is not suppressed.
5.3.8 Analysis of /I/
The lowest three formants of /I/ have been listed in Table 5.14. There is
little variance of formants among the talkers.
AI-Gram Analysis
The AI-grams and probability correct of all three talkers’ utterances of /I/
are depicted in Fig. 5.33. In all three cases the F2 and F3 are close together,
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Figure 5.31: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /i/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /i/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Figure 5.32: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /i/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /i/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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0.5 octaves apart on average. F2 and F1, in contrast, are far apart at 2.03
octaves on average. There is also significant energy between F1 and F2.
Under low-pass filter conditions, the performance of the vowel drops at 1.23
kHz, two cut-off frequencies below F2 in all three cases. This energy below
where the F2 normally is may serve as a cue for this vowel. The primary
confusion at the cut-off frequencies lower than the drop across the three
talkers is /U/, whose F1 is similar to that of /I/. There are confusions with
/o/ and /O/ for talker m114’s utterance and with /O/ for m102’s utterance.
It is uncertain why these occur, but it should be noted that the F1 of these
vowels are similar.
Under high-pass filter conditions, there is a dip across three cut-off fre-
quencies 0.70, 0.94, and 1.23 kHz once the F1 has been suppressed for talker
m102’s and m114’s utterances. In contrast, in talker m117’s utterance, there
is only a dip at 0.70 kHz, also once the F1 has been suppressed, but the per-
formance recovers at the cut-off frequency 0.94 kHz. The confusions within
the dip are similar to those of /E/, as it is a non-monotonic confusion pattern
and has a confusion with the vowel /æ/ at the cut-off 0.94 kHz. The cause of
these confusions is that the cut-off frequencies change the perceived F1. The
vowel /E/ does have a lower F1 than /æ/, hence its appearance at a lower
cut-off frequency. Once the energy between F1 and F2 has been suppressed
the performance of the vowel /I/ peaks at 2.15 kHz, but the confusion with
/E/ remains. This indicates that the listeners have perceived the F2 correctly.
At the cut-off frequencies higher than the peak, the performance drops to
null, and the confusion with /i/ dominates, as the F4 is close to the value of
F3 for /i/.
Low-Pass Filter Conditions
Under low-pass filter conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.34, the vowel perfor-
mance curves of all the talkers’ utterances of /I/ drop at the cut-off frequency
1.23 kHz. Talker m102’s and m114’s utterances of /I/ are fairly poorly artic-
ulated, as some listeners confuse them with the vowel /E/ at WB to the drop
at 1.23 kHz. The confusions at lower frequencies also differ from talker to
talker. The predominant confusion in all three cases is, however, with /U/.
For talker m102’s and m114’s utterances, there are minor confusions with
/2/. In the case of talker m114’s utterance, there is some confusion with /o/
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Figure 5.33: The AI-gram and the probability intensity (PI) of /I/ under
both the HP and LP conditions. Note that the scores at both the left and
right WB are the same.
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at 0.94 kHz. For talker m117, there are no minor confusions.
High-Pass Filter Conditions
Under high-pass filter conditions depicted in Fig. 5.35, the vowel performance
curves of all three talkers’ utterances of /I/ first drop at the cut-off 0.70 kHz
as F1 is suppressed, then peak at 2.15 kHz once the suppression of F2, and
drop again at 2.83 kHz. The confusions throughout the cut-off frequencies
differ from talker to talker. In talker m102’s and m117’s utterances, the
dominant confusion is with /E/ at 0.70 kHz and again at 1.23 kHz, and with
/æ/ at 0.94 kHz. Note that talker m117’s utterance is the most robust to
filtering, as the performance rises to a fairly high level at 0.94 kHz. Only
some listeners confuse the filtered stimulus with the other two vowels. For
talker m114’s utterance, the dominant confusion is with /E/ throughout these
frequencies, but there are some confusions with /æ/. At the cut-off frequency
2.83 kHz, the dominant confusion is with /i/.
5.3.9 Summary
To summarize, three measures have been defined. The “breakdown fre-
quency” fB is the frequency at which the vowel performance begins to de-
crease significantly. The “dip frequency” fD is the frequency at which the
vowel performance dips before rising. Lastly, the “peak-out frequency” fP is
the frequency at which the vowel performance peaks at the cut-off frequen-
cies higher than the dip. The last two measures are only used to character-
ize high-pass filter conditions, as the non-monotonic performance curves are
more marked for those conditions. These frequencies are listed in Tables 5.15
and 5.16. It is seen that the fB found in low-pass filter conditions does not
vary much, while under high-pass filter conditions it does vary to a certain
degree.
5.4 Listener Effect
There is a definite listener effect evinced by two characteristics seen in the
confusion patterns. Firstly, the vowel performance curves sometimes do not
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Figure 5.34: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /I/ under LP
conditions. The abscissas are the LP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /I/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Figure 5.35: The log-probability confusion pattern plot for /I/ under HP
conditions. The abscissa are the HP cut-off frequencies. The performance
curve, Pc(fc), for /I/ is indicated in the bold black dotted line. The error
(1− Pc) is in bold red line. The vowels which listeners confuse it with more
than 20% of the time have been plotted and labeled. The vertical bold blue
dashed lines correspond to F1, F2, and F3 locations respectively.
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Table 5.15: All breakdown frequencies fB for the low-pass filter conditions.
All frequencies are kHz.
m102 fB m114 fB m117 fB
/A/ 1.23 /A/ 1.23 /A/ 1.23
/O/ 0.94 /O/ 0.94 /O/ 0.94
/2/ 1.23 /2/ 1.23 /2/ 1.23
/o/ 0.94 /o/ 0.94 /o/ 0.94
/u/ None /u/ None /u/ None
/U/ 1.23 /U/ 0.94 /U/ 0.94
/E/ 1.65 /E/ 1.65 /E/ 1.65
/æ/ 1.65 /æ/ 1.65 /æ/ 1.65
/3~/ 1.23 /3~/ 1.23 /3~/ 1.23
/i/ 2.16 /i/ 2.16 /i/ 2.16
/I/ 1.65 /I/ 1.65 /I/ 1.65
degrade to null. Secondly, there are multiple confusions at the same cut-
off frequencies. An ANOVA analysis also confirmed the same results, as it
yielded p-values with magnitudes of 10−15 or lower for each vowel. All of these
indicate that there is some variance in the listeners’ responses. Upon closer
examination of the listeners’ responses, it is observed that some listeners
have inconsistent perceptual strategies, with these listeners responding one
way for part of the time (i.e., 25%, 50%, or 75%). This is true particularly in
two cases, yielding high variance among listener responses: for vowels that
listeners have difficulties perceiving at WB, such as /O/, /2/, /U/, and /I/,
or at cut-off frequencies where the F2 has already been suppressed.
For instance, for talker m102’s utterance of /O/ under low-pass conditions
seen in Fig. 5.36 (a), between and including the cut-off frequencies 0.94
kHz and WB, some of the listeners responded that they heard /O/ at a rate
of 25%. These listeners’ responses result in the performance curve of /O/
hovering near 50%. This is also true in high-pass conditions, as seen in
talker m114’s utterance of /u/ in Fig. 5.36 (b). At the cut-off frequencies
near the peak, which are between and including the frequencies 0.94 and 2.83
kHz, the listeners’ responses vary between 25% and 50%. For this reason,
the peak at 1.23 kHz only goes to approximately 50%. Listeners’ responses
for vowels under high-pass filter conditions also vary widely at the cut-off
frequencies at peaks.
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Table 5.16: All breakdown frequencies fB, dip frequency fD, and peak
frequency fP for the high-pass filter conditions. All frequencies are kHz.
m102 fB fD fP m114 fB fD fP
/A/ 0.94 0.70 0.94 /A/ 0.94 0.70 0.94
/O/ 0.70 None None /O/ 0.94 None None
/2/ 0.70 0.94 1.23 /2/ 0.70 0.94 1.23
/o/ 1.65 None None /o/ 0.94 None None
/u/ WB 0.70 1.23 /u/ WB 0.70 0.94
/U/ WB 0.94 1.23 /U/ WB 0.94 1.23
/E/ 0.70 0.94 1.65 /E/ 0.70 0.94 1.65
/æ/ 0.94 None None /æ/ 0.94 None None
/3~/ 1.65 None None /3~/ 1.65 None None
/i/ None None None /i/ None None None
/I/ WB 0.70 2.15 /I/ WB 0.94 2.15
m117 fB fD fP
/A/ 0.94 0.70 0.94
/O/ 1.23 None None
/2/ 0.70 0.94 1.23
/o/ 0.70 0.94 1.23
/u/ WB 0.70 1.23
/U/ WB 0.94 1.23
/E/ 0.70 0.94 1.65
/æ/ 1.23 None None
/3~/ 1.23 None None
/i/ None None None
/I/ WB 0.70 2.15
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On the other hand, vowels which listeners do not have difficulties perceiving
at WB, provided that the utterance is well enunciated, do not have such
widely varying listener responses. For instance, for m117’s /o/ under low-
pass conditions, seen in Fig. 5.37 (a), the listener responses do not vary
much, and only one listener deviates at the cut-off frequencies before the
breakdown. For talker m102’s /E/ under high-filter conditions, the listener
responses do not vary much at the dip at 0.94 kHz, and only one of the
listeners reported hearing /E/.
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Figure 5.36: The vowel performance curves for individual listeners for talker
m102’s utterance of the vowel /O/ (left panel) under low-pass and /u/
(right) under high-pass filter conditions. The listeners’ responses indicate
that there is a high variability from listener to listener.
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Figure 5.37: The vowel performance curves for individual listeners for talker
m117’s utterance of the vowel /o/ (left panel) under low-pass and /E/
(right) under high-pass filter conditions. The listeners’ responses indicate
that there is a low variability from listener to listener.
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CHAPTER 6
HL11 DISCUSSION
6.1 Formant Estimation
The formants estimated for the stimuli used in this experiment confirm Hil-
lenbrand et al. (1995) and overlap in the F1-F2 space. Among the stimuli
used in HL11, the vowels /U/, /o/, /3~/, and /2/ overlap in the F1-F2 space.
Furthermore, the vowels /O/, /2/, /o/, /U/, /u/, and /A/ overlap in one
group and /E/ and /æ/ in another in the F2-F3 space. These results are
in contrast to Peterson and Barney’s 1952 results, which showed very little
overlap (Peterson and Barney, 1952).
6.2 Confusions
6.2.1 Low-Pass Filter Conditions
For most of the vowels, /O/, /2/, /E/, /æ/, /3~/, /i/, and /I/, and less
prominently for /A/, the vowel’s performance transitions from high to low
at the “breakdown frequency.” This transition occurs once the F2 becomes
suppressed. At the cut-off frequencies below the breakdown frequency, the
resulting confusions indicate that listeners correctly perceived the remaining
F1 formant, as was the case in Pickett’s 1957 study (Pickett, 1957). It is
uncertain why certain vowels of the similar F1 were favored over others.
Duration may not be as crucial an acoustic feature, as both long and short
vowels appeared in the confusions. Filtered long vowels were confused with
short vowels and vice versa. For instance, for the vowel /E/, a short vowel,
at the cut-off frequencies below the breakdown, one short vowel, /2/, and
two long vowels, /A/ and /O/, appeared as confusions. There may be other
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acoustic features that listeners are using to perceive the vowel.
For the other vowels, /o/ and /u/, and less so with /U/, this transition
from high to low does not occur despite the fact that F2 becomes suppressed
in all three cases. It is uncertain at this time why the vowels did not degrade
in performance across the cut-off frequency conditions. It should be further
noted that these three vowels are close-back vowels and share roughly the
same portion of the F1-F2 space. This is perhaps due to fact that the cut-off
frequencies were not low enough to observe any degradation.
6.2.2 High-Pass Filter Conditions
In the case of the high-pass filter conditions, the vowels /2/, /u/, /U/, /E/,
and /I/, and less so /A/, have non-monotonic performance curves. For these
vowels there is a dip and at a higher cut-off frequency a peak in performance.
These usually occur between the F1 and F2. At the dip, the vowel perfor-
mance drops to null and there are one or two confusions. These confusions
are due to the fact that the actual F1 of the vowel has been suppressed and
the energy between the cut-off frequency and the F2 has been perceived as
the “false” F1. Thus, the confusion is a vowel with a higher F1 and similar
F2. For instance, for all three utterances of the vowel /U/, the confusion
with /A/ arises at 0.70 kHz once the original F1 has been suppressed. The
vowel /A/ has an F1 just above 0.70 kHz and an F2 similar to that of /U/.
These analyses are unmentioned in Pickett (1957), which merely states that
the confusions indicate that listeners correctly perceive the F2 when the F1
is masked by noise (Pickett, 1957). Though it is true that the F2 has been
correctly perceived, in these cases, it is unmentioned that the energy below
the F2 may serve as a “false” F1 cue.
As this “false” F1 is suppressed, the vowel performance peaks at the cut-
off frequency closest to F2, and then drops again to null once the F2 is
suppressed. For the vowels whose F2 and F3 are far apart, the confusions
once the F2 has been suppressed indicate that the energy between the F2
and F3 may also be perceived as a “false” F2. For instance, for the vowel
/U/, the confusion with /u/ arises at the cut-off frequency condition once
the F2 has been suppressed. The vowel /u/ has a higher F2 and similar F3.
Once this “false” F2 has been suppressed, in all these vowels, the confusion
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with /i/ arises. This may be accounted for by the fact that the F3 of these
vowels are similar to the F2 of /i/, which has the highest F2 of all vowels.
The vowel performances of the vowels /O/, /o/, /æ/, and /3~/ do not have
the dip or peak; rather they drop to null once the F2 has been suppressed,
and only suffer small degradations upon the suppression of F1. For three of
these vowels, the “false” F2 phenomenon does not occur. For /O/, there is
very little energy between the F2 and F3 as seen in the AI-grams for these
utterances. For the vowels /æ/ and /3~/, the F2 and F3 are close together
with an octave of less than 0.7 on average in each vowel. Similar to the
previously mentioned set of vowels, once the F2 has been suppressed, the
confusion with /i/ arises.
The vowel /i/ does not have any significant degradation in performance
throughout all the cut-off frequencies. The F3 of /i/ is high in general com-
pared to the other vowels, and is not suppressed by the highest cut-off fre-
quency. The vowel /i/ is also the dominant confusion for all the other vowels
once their F2, and F3 for the case of /3~/, has been suppressed. This is be-
cause the F3 of these filtered stimuli are similar to the F2 of /i/. This finding
is in line with synthesized vowel studies, where /i/ can be synthesized by a
single formant at a high frequency.
6.3 Talker and Listener Effects
There is also a marked listener and talker effect upon the results of this
experiment. It was found that listeners were sometimes inconsistent in their
responses under the same filter conditions for the same utterance. These
differences may have been due to different strategies and learning effect,
as was first noted in Peterson and Barney’s 1952 experiment (Peterson and
Barney, 1952). Indeed, an “unlearning” effect was observed, as some subjects
performed worse in their second day of sessions than their first for some
of the more confusable vowels, such as /O/ and /2/. The listener effect is
also noted in performance scores at WB. At WB, confusion groups such
as /A/ and /2/; /E/ and /æ/; /U/, /u/, and /2/; and /I/ and /E/ were
formed. Within each group, the vowels were confused with one another,
and sometimes asymmetrically. For instance, for the vowel /E/, the vowel
/æ/ appeared as a confusion at WB but not vice versa. This may be due
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to listeners’ inabilities to match what they have actually perceived with the
orthographic notation on the experiment GUI. A similar observation was
noted in Assmann et al. (1982). In their study, subjects transcribed and
recorded their responses. It was found that only 30% of the transcription
errors were spoken errors.
Likewise, there were also talker effects. This was seen in two ways. First,
talkers sometimes poorly articulated vowels. For instance, for talker m102’s
utterance of /O/, there is a major confusion with /o/ above the breakdown
frequency under low-pass filter conditions. This confusion, however, does
not appear in the other two utterances of /O/. Secondly, different confusions
arose for different talkers of the same vowel. For instance, for talker m114’s
utterance of /U/ under high-pass filter conditions, the confusion with /u/ did
not appear above the breakdown, but did appear for the other two talkers’
utterances.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to examine what acoustical features of the
vowels are critical to perception. To do so, the results of two experiments
were examined. The CV06-SWN examined the impact on perception when
noise is added to the vowel stimuli. Its results indicate that once the crucial
feature of the vowel is masked, the performance drops from high to chance
within on average 6.66 dB range starting from between -10 to -12 dB. From
a communication perspective, this is largely in accordance with Shannon’s
channel capacity theory. As the SNR decreases, the channel capacity de-
creases, but the data rate over the channel remains the same. As the data
rate exceeds the capacity, the error transitions from zero to chance. It was
also discovered that utterances could be well categorized based on their er-
rors at -2 dB and at Q and that those with high error utterances were merely
misarticulated.
The HL11 examined the impact on the perception of a vowel when it was
filtered using either a low-pass or high-pass filter at various cut-off frequen-
cies. These results indicate that there is some interplay of the formants in the
perception of the vowel, although they do strongly suggest that some other
acoustic features are necessary to the perception of vowels. The low-pass filter
results indicate that when the F2 is suppressed, listeners use the remaining
F1 to perceived the filtered vowel, though it remains somewhat unclear why
certain vowels of the similar F1 are favored over others. Vowel performances
of /o/, /u/, and /U/ did not significantly degrade at all throughout the filter
conditions. The high-pass filter results indicate that for many of the vowels,
when the F1 is suppressed, listeners perceive the energy between the cut-off
frequency and the F2 as a “false” F1, and perceive a vowel of a higher F1
and similar F2. When this “false” F1 is suppressed, the vowel performance
rises and peaks. Once the F2 has been suppressed, listeners used the energy
between the cut-off frequency and F3 as a “false” F2: listeners correctly per-
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ceive vowels of higher F2 and similar F3. The vowel /i/ is an exception to
all these observations, as it does not have any degradation across the cut-
off frequencies. The primary confusion at the highest cut-off frequency is
invariably with /i/ for all the other vowels.
The next step in further examining what acoustical features are important
to vowel perception is to run a time-truncation experiment on the vowels in
order to examine what role duration plays in the perception of the vowel.
It may also be useful to run this experiment again but with finer cut-off
frequencies under both the low-pass and high-pass, and also band-pass and
band-stop, conditions.
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APPENDIX A
NOISE GENERATION AND STATISTICS
In SWN, it is desired that the SNR is the same throughout the spectrum of
an “average speech” sample. The SNR is defined to be
SNR = 20 log10
(
σS
σN
)
(A.1)
where σS and σN correspond to the power of the signal and noise respectively.
A crude way of calculating the value of σS is just to compute the standard
deviation of the entire duration of the signal, as was done in CV06. However,
this does not capture the actual energy of the speech signal, as most of the
LDC recordings have white space, wherein there is no energy, and the value
thereof will consequently considerably underestimate the SNR. The power
of the speech signal can be estimated by calculating the RMS of a local
portion of the speech signal defined by a moving window. A simple moving
window is a rectangular window, and therefore merely takes the average of
a signal normalized to unit energy. However, an exponential filter is more
desirable, as it has more desirable frequency spectrum properties, such as
lower side-lobes and sharper cut-off. It is defined as
H(z) =
α
1− (1− α)z−1
, (A.2)
where α is the time constant. In HL11, a moving exponential filter window
of length 12.5 cs is used. Thus, α is chosen to be 5 · 104. Before passing the
windowed signal through the filter, it is first squared. The square-root of the
resulting output is then taken to be the RMS of the signal at that particular
window. The maximum over all the resultant RMS values was used as the
power of the speech signal.
In HL11, noise was generated and saved before the running of the exper-
iment. In order to prevent the sound card from clipping, all noise samples
whose maximum was 4σ away from the mean were thrown out. This process
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Figure A.1: Distribution of maxima of 2 · 1016 random noise samples.
was repeated until there were 10 noise samples. Using MATLAB’s randn
function to generate random noise 2 · 1016 times, the probability of having
maxima of a certain σ away from the mean is plotted in Fig. A.1. This plot
should not be surprising, as it appears similar to a Gaussian distribution
cut-off from approximately 3.5σ and above.
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APPENDIX B
LPC FORMANT TRACKING
Vocal tracts alter throughout the duration of speech, and therefore the for-
mant frequencies also vary throughout. 18-order LPC coefficients were calcu-
lated over a 20 ms window with overlap of 75% (5 ms) to track the formants
of the stimuli used in HL11. The plots of the formant tracking with the plots
of the original waveform are given in Figs. B.1-B.11.
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Figure B.1: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /A/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.2: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /O/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.3: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /2/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.4: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /o/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.5: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /u/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.6: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /U/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.7: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /E/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.8: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /@/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.9: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /3~/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.10: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /i/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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Figure B.11: Formant tracking and original waveforms of /I/ for talkers
m102, m114, and m117.
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